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WHERE THE SHOE PINCHES.

man” will appreciate the
cry considerable item which appears in his
annual expenses for shoes
and boots. The
.11 ides, which
used to be so
t

LETTER FROM DR. SIMONTON.
I’o Oi

remarkably
cheap m the United States, have become
peculiarly dear, and the amount of money

A year ago we began
by some words of friendly greeting; to day. owingto impaired health,
each day failing, our last words must lie, regretfully. farewell.
our

k

Readers.

work among you

To the editor of this paper for his uniform
kindness; to the many kind friends, who
have

expressed

or

sent

words of

us

agement and for labors done;
nent

who have

physicians

encour-

to many emi-

generously

contri-

buted their time and skill for our recovery :
md tinally to the great public of citizens for
♦heirkind and generous sympathies, and great

comforts,—to all
hese persons, and for all those favors, we

personal attentions
•ender yon

our

to our

sincere and

ilgemenls.
Searsport, Jan. 31. 1870.
[from

the

grateful aeknowlj,
1’ Simoston.

Norwich iiuilutin.

POQUONNOC FISH FARM.
rills is an enterprise started by W. 15. Hatch
.New York, and Win. ( lift ol'Mystie Bridge,

!

is too recent in its
gin to speak much of results, and yet we
learn from the proprietors that the success
Mills l ,r attained is .juitr eijual to their expectations. The plan is to unite stock and
dairy fanning with fish culture. They first
purchased the farm of the late Win. T. llariu s. m-ar the village of l’oquonnoe, extend,-t

April.

The

enterprise

nearly a mile and a hull' along the east
,nk i,f i Heat Brook, and embracing parts

inr

winch is laid out
every year, especially by
the poor, to cover little
feet, is somethin"
to those who are in earnest to save
their hard

alarming

A REMARKABLE COW.
In giving a representation of the famous
Oakes Cow, the Ploughman makes the following statement in regard to her, which we
as it tells of the means used to get the
copy,
j!
remarkable quantity of milk said to have been
obtained, llow much benefit was derived
i from the drinking of her own milk after it
had been skimmed is a matter of doubt, as
j we have no record at hand of experiments to
j any extent, of cows being fed with milk—
though it has generally been considered not
I beneficial—
“The Oakes cow was bought by Caleb
1
< >akes, of Danvers, in 1813.
She was biought
I down from Randolph, Yt., by a Mr. Copp,
: drover, and sold to B. Goodridge, of Danvers,
who sold her to Oakes. She was two years
old when
Goodridge bought her, and five
! when Oakes took lier.
She was of a dark
red color, rather under size, high and broad
| behind, with a straight back, large belly,
; -mall neck and head, fine horns, bright eye,
and symmetrical and handsome. She had
her first calf when Goodridge owned her,
j whi eh went to the butcher at four weeks old
j and weighed twenty pounds to the quarter,
j Mr. Oakes made from her the first year,
! without overfeeding, one hundred and eighty j
pounds of butter. In 1814 he gave her ten
or twelve bushels of meal and made three :
hundred pounds of butter. In 1815 he gave
her from thirty to thirty-five bushels of meal
ami made over four hundred pounds of butter. !
In 1819 she calved on the 5th of April, and j
the calf being very fine and fat was killed on
the 8th of May. After that she had good
pasture and a bushel of meal a week and all
her skimmed milk. In June of that year Mr.
Oakes weighed her milk. She gave about
thirty-seven quarts daily, which weighed on
an average forty-four and one,-half pounds.
As late as the 28th of December she gave
eight quarts of milk a day.”

|

In the quiet of the evening
Two are walking in unrest ;
Man has touched a jealous nature,—
Anger burns in woman’s breast.
These are neither wed nor plighted.
Yet the maybe hangs as near,
And as fragrant as the wild-rose
Which their garments hardly clear.
Ami as briery, too, you fancy?
Well, perhaps so—some sad morn
One or both may, for a moment,
Wish they never had been born.

Happy quips and

honest pleadings
Meet with silence or a sneer;
But more keenly has she listened
Since she vowed she would not hear.
Now a great oak parts the pathway.
“Nature'll gratify your mood ;
To the right,—let this divide you :
It will all be understood.”

So caprice, with childish weakness,
Yet with subtlety of thought,
Whispered in the ear of woman,
Love with dread the answer sought.

Was it superstitious feeling
Struck at once the hearts of two?
Had he. seen proud eyes half sorry'
For what little feet must do?
For be stretched

an arm

■

■■

■

■

alone. She propounded this
question as if she would intimate in the expression that my predecessors had tried and
failed. And while she thus smiled, I observthat she exhibited two brilliant rows of pearly teeth, that were by no means the most attractive feat ure in her beaut itul and intelligent face.
I found the young lady’s pulse was fitful and
feverish, and I questioned her as to her sympinformed me briefly that her
toms. She
trouble, whatever it was, seemed to be a nerShe frequently experienced
vous affection.
spasmodic and acute pains in the face and
head, and would faint and fall like an epileptic. Then extreme dullness would succeed,
physically and mentally; she was really discouraged, she said.
With my practice as a physician, 1 had long
before united that of a dentist; and I knew
well how sensitive and delicate were the nervous conbinations of the face, and especially
those of the teeth. I asked the patient many
questions, and finally interrogated her closely
as to the apparent neuralgic affections she
had so frequently experienced in her head
and jaw. She had no reason to complain of
her teeth, she said; they were perfectly
sound.
I examined them, however, with professional care. Finally, taking from my coat
pocket a small operating dental instrument, I
scanned each tooth, and rapped it slightly as
I passed along. As I did this, tae youthful
senora did not llinch until I struck the molar
beyond one of the eye teeth, when to my conconsternation and surprise, she suddenly
sprang up, and witli a sharp sigh, fellfonvard
senseless at my feet.
As you may well conceive, I was alarmed
for an instant, but quickly raising her form
upon the divan at the side of the room, I repeated the rap upon this tooth, which, like the
rest, was to all outward appearances, perfect;
and I found though respiration had temporarily ceased, the effect of this simple jar upon
the tooth produced a result upon the patient
like that of a galvanic shock almost—the girl
starting violently and struggling in nfy hands
with fearful spasms, at each repeated stroke
against the jaw.
Assuming the responsibility ot my profession and position, therefore, and believing
that the mystery of her illness was in some
way connected with the facial nerves, I quickly resolved to try an experiment to relieve
her, at least temporarily. And taking the
forceps from my dental pocket case, I applied
them to what I deemed the offending tootliand instantly removed if from the jaw while
she lay apparently insensible upon the couch.”
“And what was the result?” I asked.
“In a moment she came to consciousness,
and placing her hand to her forehead, she enquired, ‘where am I? Ah, doctor, what have
you done ?’ And then missing one of her teeth
she said, ‘What have you done ?’ And I briefly replied that ‘I thought I had solved the
mystery of her illness.’
“Upon the side of this tooth, which was
perfect, there adhered a bit of straw, or what
seemed to be a diminutive sharp splinter of
hard-grained wood, perhaps three-eighths of
an inch in length, and not
larger than a cambric needle in circumference, which had been
plainly forced up accidentally, and to her unconsciously, months previously through the
gum, and which penetrated to the root of the
tooth, near the connection where it enters
the jaw. And there it had remained to trot
and chafe one of the most delicately sensitive
points in the head, until further forbearance
with it was too much for the sufferer’s phvsical strength.”
‘•\Voll, did tills npo.raUon cure her ?”
“Not instantly. But this trivial matter was
the really mysterious cause of her pining illness, evidently; for in ten days after my first
visit she was as calm as you and I are now,
and very soon she entirely recovered, as her
spirits revived.”
“And old ltabino? What did he say to
your treatment ?”
“He was delighted, and frankly offered me
anything I would ask for a remuneration.
He sent me a score of doubloons at once, as
an earnest of his good intentions, and blazoned my success abroad among his host of
friends directly. I soon became famous, and
my rooms were for a time besieged with invalids whose ills had been of short or long
duration, and whom neither my skill nor that
of those who had made attempts on these incurables, could ever relieve of their manifold
complaints. St ill the consequence of all was,
that I sprang at once into notoriety arid a
splendidly remunerative practice; and I have
now a very comfortable
competency, as well
as a prospective good business.”
“I congratulate you. Doctor. But what
became of the lady?”
“Oh, Sonora Carlotta? 1 had almost forgotten to say that when I found she was rapidly improving, I ought to have discontinued
my professional visits; but neither father nor
daughter would listen to this. Not until the
young lady had entirely recovered did I
cease to visit the fine old ranch
daily. And
nnauy, my near menu, when the tan1 senora
had resumed her health, I claimed the remuneration for my services.”
“Of course you did. You earned it.”
“And what do you think 1 finally demanded ?”
“That I could not guess at—we professional gentlemen are usually so modest,” I said;
“and especially when successful.”
“Well,” he continued, “I arranged the affair first with Senora Carlotta. And then I
demanded her hand in marriage of old
Rabino.”
“Yrou did ?”
“I did.
And made her my wife, of
course.”
“Married !” I exclaimed. “Then you are
no longer a bachelor ?”
“No, my old chum. We have been married over a year.”
And ten minutes afterward I was introduced to one of the prettiest women I over set
eyes on in my life.
“You are a lucky fellow, Doctor,” I said
to my friend at parting with him.
“If I
could turn my humble talents to similar good
account, I really believe 1 would no longer
lead the life of a bachelor myself.”
“Well, my friend,” he replied, “take the
advice ot one of the happiest men alive, and
get married.’!
“Thank you, Doctor, I will think of it.”
And I left him one of the jolliest and most
fortunate men in existence.
Ilis fortune by his wife was ample, and
his professional business continued the very
best for years.
He is now reckoned among the “solid
men" in California, and his lovely wife is
one of the most accomplished and beautiful
of the sex, while both arc warmly beloved
and respected by the large social circle who
enjoy their society and confidence.
“We

RISK.

towards her,

Foildng nothing but the air,
Saying nothing.—just the motion
Drew, without offending there.

To get
; jVmonnm and Bohegamil ponds.
In the quiet of the evening
and a mile or
p,v>-r> ion ol these ponds,
Two are walking back again:
f the brook that runs through them,
At the oak their happy voices
about
several
of
v
nreliaset!
;
proprietors
Whisper of a vanished pain.
Besides these
ris, makine (ijo in all.
What if they to-night be plighted.
for
!
eased
ha
twenty years
they tvt
And the maybe hangs more near
miles of a brook, rising in Candle
And more fragrant than the wild rose
d Hill, that Hows into Buddington pond,
Which their garments hardly clear!
\\
ik'.ng smne six mil •> of the best trout fishAnd more briery, too, you fancy?
ing in Bruton or elsewhere. The main obWell, perhaps so. Thorns are ill,
But love draws them out so kindly,
>■,! j- !,. breed trout by artificial methods—
One must trust him, come what will.
l
-l. bn' the purpose of stocking their own
[Atlantic Monthly.
ks, and secondly to supply the market.
-!■
the brooks have been kept closed for
HOW THE DOCTOR GOT A WIFE.
years, and are well stocked, they will
IN
THE
EYE.
CINDERS
n
the right >f lishing to sportsmen who
BY A RETIRED LAWYER.
are willing to pay for the privilege.
Jt is a common occurence for passengers
key hav e located their hatching house and to
Some years sinee professional engageget cinders in their eyes while sitting by
fling pond.' upon tin Edgeeomb brook, an open ear window. Though the result is ments called me from the Atlantic States to
v. n
lb1 v' into I’oheguimt pond.
This has not generally serious, the presence of the California, my duties pertaining to a case of
1 ■>
In the course of
ays been celebrated as a trout brook, and cinder is exceedingly annoying and some- considerable importance.
Hi e.igh hard fished every season, lias ncv.or times
painful. We have known the difficul- my business peregrinations I passed a week
'U
entirely cleaned out. We learn that ty to be removed by bathing the eye in soap at Sacramento, then a town rapidly growing
oiout seven hundred trout were taken from suds,
strong enough to cause tears to flow, into note, but not so largely or densely popt!ic past season for the purpose of stocking when the cinder would be washed out.
A ulated as it is now. Shortly after my arrival
tin pond
The hatching house on the site of
physician in the Hearth and Home tells of there, I met at my hotel an old college classin old saw mill dam, is a substantial lmild- another
mate, whom 1 had not seen for several years,
way to remove the difficulty :—
mg. fifty-six by eighteen feet, with cemented
“Called to prescribe for Mrs. Andrews’s and whom I should scarcely recognize, so
floors
to
out
walls and
rats and mice inflamed
keep
eyes; learned she had a bit of cin- greatly was lie changed in personal appear»liich are very destructive to fish eggs. The der in her
eye; occurred while travelling on ance. He had seen my name on the hotel
•o\i-s are mostly the f'oste’s, arranged in the cars four
days ago; eye very much in- register, and remembering it, waited upon
loulde flights, manufactured by Dr. J. 11. flamed,
and attended with severe me and introduced himself.
painful,
Si.e k of Blooinsburg, N
who projected headache. This is one of the hundreds of
1 was heartily glad to see him in the fard
The
house
is
at
but
ponds
present
par- cases where a little knowledge would not away country, and we sat down to a pleasant
tially famished.
It has a capacity to hatch have been a
dangerous thing, and would save chat together over the events of our lives,
r
•.
a million of eggs a
year when all the a world of pain. Nothing is more distress- past and present.
o.ives an- in.
About seventy thousand eggs
I remembered that my college mate had
ing to a traveler than a piece of cinder in the
ware taken
from two hundred iish, which
eye, and no disorder is more easily remedied. not been overburdened with means in his earwere all that
were largo enough to spawn,
Calling the family together, 1 proceeded to lier days; and though he was a man of supelie brook water has been used tor hatching show them that it was not an
eye-wash that rior talents, the competition in the business
iiirposes the present year, but we learn that Mrs. Andrews needed to relieve her suffer- to which he devoted himself, was altogether
water
will
lie
introduced
next
summer
-pi ing
ing, but the removal of the foreign substance. too great to permit him to enjoy a fair begingive a higher temperature, and to avoid The cinder will be found just underneath the ning at home, lie had therefore relinquishthe sediment which the brook deposits, almargin of the upper lid, where there is a ed liis undertaking in the pretty town aj the
1
hough it i> much clearer than most trout small groove or gutter for the flow of tears east, where he had hoped to “live and flour''.reams.
The eggs are developing well, and to the inner
angle of the eye. Foreign bodies ish,1’soon after graduating; and with a few
the young Iish are now visible in the oldest tend to fall into this
groove, and if they are ■hundred dollars only, I knew he had started
if them.
The ponds are five in number, and
very angular, like cinder, they adhere in spite “for San Francisco and a market,” as he
with on. exception, made by sections of the of the current of tears which now flow in
pleasantly termed his intended destination
orooi;
Each pond is furnished with dams, |
greater abundance, and sooner or later carry for California.
.screens
flume-, and
above and below to conIf smooth substances.
I now observed that he was expensively
Now, if you wiil
line the trout,
flje pond for tfie young frv I raise the
of the upper lid and turn it attired, wore
margin
costly jewels in his bosom,
made ny diverting a part of the brook info over, the cinder or
of sand will be ex- drove a handsome span before a line carriage,
grain
i' about twenty by fifty
a side channel, and
posed, and may easily be removed with the and living in good style in a suite of the best
feet, and three feel deep. A strong current point of a pencil, or with the finger covered
apartments at the first hotel in Sacramento,
It will aecornois kept flowing through il.
by a handkerchief. I then demonstrated this and so I continued :
late fifty thousand trout the first season. simple operation on one of the
“You are practicing here—-oh, doctor ?”
boys, thus:
The stock tr nit have be.-n regularly fed
“Yes” he said. “And let mo tell you how
faking my pencil in my right fingers, with
the
a
and
twice
have the thumb anil first
season,
day through
linger of my left hand I and why it is that I am doing so well as you
made a surpri-ing growth,
incized the eye-lashes of the upper lid, and scorn to have discovered.”
Another part of this plan i- to furnish
Is it a romance ?”
“Go on, doctor.
drawing the lid gently out from the ball,
sportsmen with black bass fishing in Bo'iiton- i pressed the point of the pencil downward up“No. It was the result of an accidental
I'liis is over eighty feet deep and : on the
noc pond.
upper surface of the lid, about one discovery, the merest trifle of circumstance
is believed to be well adapted to this superb [ fourth of an inch from its
margin and at the which made my fortune, and singularly
fish.
black
bass
from
the
game
same time carried the
Ninety-eight
margin upward over enough, too. It will interest you, however.”
been
Lawrence
have
into
it
■st.
the past the pencil
put
“I have no doubt of it. Proceed.”
by the eye-lashes, when the lid
summer and tall, some of them weighing two I
readily rolled over the pencil so as to expose
“Well, I have fortunately solved a very
pounds. The pond will be closed for four completely the gutter described. 1 then asked simple but perplexing mystery that fell diyears, when il will be leased to fishermen. one of the ladies to perform this operation rectly in my way, professionally. I arrived
The pond is kept screened above and below.
upon her mother, which, after two or three in San Francisco with less than two hundred
It is now well stocked wdt.li perch, pickerel, failures, she
accomplished, and, as 1 had pre- dollars in my possession, four years ago; and
shiners, sun-fish, eels and bull heads, which dicted, small
angular pieces of cinder were I made up my mind in a very brief space of
will furnish abundant feed for the blin k bass found beneath the
margin of the lid, which time subsequently that the vocation of a phyuntil they are exterminated.
she very adroitly removed with the point of sician there was precious poor means by
The effort also will be made to stock Big the
pencil. Mrs. Andrews expressed imme- which to amass money. Few people get sick
Brook with salmon. Two thousand young diate relief. So much interest was felt in
in this blessed climate, in the first place; and
fry were purchased last spring, which are this painless operation, that all in turn per- if they did, there were plenty of cuppers and
now kept in the small trout
ponds, and will formed it, being much aided by requiring the blisterers already here who stood waiting to
put into Big Brook next summer. A person operated upon to look downward bleed both the patients and their pockets to
thousand salmon spawn w ill be put in the when the lid was
being inverted, and up- the last drop. Still there was an occasional
boxes for hatching this winter, and these
ward when the operator wished to restore the opportunity for practice. I applied myself
will be released in the brook as soon as
they lid.”
with assiduity, but soon tired of San Francis■ran Iced
This is regarded as a somewhat
co, and came to this city, where I hoped for
d( netful experiment,
though smaller streams
L’kosi'ect
and
Stockton.
The farmers of better success.
in England
produce fine salmon. Big Brook
i puousnect a staining cam in mi: oniy paand Stockton met Jan. 1st, and organ(so oi some uiieen or
;
Prospect
miles
twenty
then printed here, and took lodgings at
back in the country, and numerous excellent ized an association to be known as the Pros- per
this same house, just then completed. But
and
Stockton
Farmers’
Club.
trout streams
The
Conpect
into
ii
|
which
lnrnish
running
slitution adopted is similar to those hereto- patients were scarce, or shy of the new comgo 1 spawning beds, it the best three game | fore
an old Spanish Mexilish in American waters can be furnished at !
presented to your readers through the er. However, one day
who occupies an extensive ranch just out
can,
Fakmkii.
The
of
this
Club
be
are
it
a
to
meetings
I’oqtionnoc will
great attraction. The | be
of the
held on Saturday
waiting upon me, and informed
proprietors consider the success oi the first ;
evenings, weeklv. The me thatcity,
his daughter was ill at his residence.
officers
were
chosen for three
two as already assured.
following
The farm proper is a part of the great IV months: President, Jeremiah M. Grant; Vice “He had tried all physicians, far and near—
French and American. None of
i
qitonnoc plain, free from till large stones, President, Simon B. Littlefield; Secretary, Spanish,
them did any good. He had seen my ‘card.’
md very easy of ctlltivation. it has almnd- I Isaac T. Smith; Treasurer, Adelbert Crockett.
We start with about twenty-live mem- Would I enter his carriage and ride out to see
at supplies of
peat and muck, and lies near
bers
and
with good prospect of considerably her?”
the shore from which
large quantities of sea
I readily assented, of course. On arriving
that number—all practiced farm"veed are taken for manure. A
Jersey herd increasing
at one Uabino’s hacienda, I was agreeably
ers—with
■*'
show
of
success.
The
t"’cn started, and two line heifers have
good
quessurprised to find it a fine stone residence, andropped upon the farm the past season. tion for discussion at the last meeting was cient
in style, but massive in extent, anil the
is
“Which
the best breed of cattle lor this
articular attention is paid to
bred
thorough
In the discussion all participated interior was elegantly furnished and decora‘•wiie and
locality.”
and
not
much
but
animal
poultry,
products will be sold from the farm for some with considerable zeal. The preference was ted.
I had acquired a smattering of Spanish years
most unanimously given to the Hereford as
ears.
There are about seventy acres
lying
and
had occasion here to
previously;
best
the
around Pohegaunt
of
the
qualities
dairy, confer with the having I
pond, well adapted to combining
natives, readily understood
tanberries. The fruit grows
and beef and labor. Upward of twenty years ago
naturally
when Scnor Rabino informed me that
is of excellent
quality. Tlie three requisites Capt. Phineas Pendleton, Jr., ofSearsport, him,
Ilf success in
imported from England a pair of thorough- his only child, the daughter he spoke of, had
growing this fruit, peat, sand, bred
Hereford cattle; the bull was kept for been latterly quite ill, and had declined in
and the capacity for sudden
tlowage, are all
here in perfection. It is the purpose of tlie several years in this town—the infusiou of health for a year; while more recently she
had fainting fits, which alarmed both the
proprietors to extend the cultivation of cran- this blood resulted in the production of some
brries. The fish enterprise, however, is tlie very splendid stock, in the descendants of young lady and her opulent father, who had
which to this day in many cases are plainly de- sought in vain for medical aid, and who was
main feature ot the farm, and for this
purto pay roundly for any services, could
the
pose
place has no equal on the Connecti- lineated the type of their ancestry. It is to ready
I relieve or restore her, And the old Spaneut coast, and in our
reporter's opinion it lias lie much regretted that those who had charge iard
implored me patiently to examine the
no superior in
any country. As this is one of these animals neglected to preserve the
ease, and save his darling Carlotta, if nossithe enterprises in tlie success of which the blood pure. A member of our Club
perti- ble.”
public are deeply interested, we shall keei nently remarked that the farmers of this vi“And had you seen the young woman?”
an eye to pisciculture in Groton.
cinity are largely indebted to Capt. Pendleton
“Not yet; no. I made general enquiries
for what he did in aid of the improvement of
as to the health of the rest of the
our
stock.
Within
family, and
few
the
DurHOGS WANT SULPHUR.
past
years
found there was in this case no apparent hereliams have been introduced here,
mainly
Whether hogs require sulphur as anessen
from the herd of Mr. David Sears of
ditary difficulty. And finally I was shown
Boston, into
tial to their health, or whether it is
the young lady’s private apartment. By
sought bi from liis farm on
SearsIsland,
them as a condiment, may not be known fol
Brigadier’s
Jove! my friend, she was beautiful. You
port. These are favorites with some,
though shall see her,
ertainty. But one tiling is sure, they devou it is generally conceded that
by the way, anon. I will introthey are better duce
it with greed whenever it is to be found.
1
for the general farmer when crossed
you.”
with
the
i‘; for this
“Thank you,” I said. “Then she still
purpose, probably, that they ea Here lords than when
pure. The topic
barge quantities of soft coal, which contain; assigned for dissussionkept
at the next meeting lives ?”
a
amount
of
large
“You shall see. Don’t anticipate me,” said
sulphur. Perhaps this is was “Hoot Culture.” Isaac T. Smith, Secy!
the most economical method of
the doctor, briskly.
supplying [Maine Farmer.
hogs with sulphur during the winter, wliei
“I say, immediately on entering her beauProspect, Jan. 17th.
they require a good deal of carbon. But ii
tiful boudoir, I saw that she was a splendid
me
summer, it is better to feed it to them ii
she occupied an invalid’s
: 'stances
Bi: HYING Bees. Alonzo Barnard of Ban- creature, though
which contain less heat. Mustard
chair and was pale and reduced in flesh.
is one ot the
best things for this
gor, informs the American Bee Journal, that There was, however, an
purpose, ant lie has wintered bees
ivory clearness in
tlial
some of it should be sown ir
successfully by burying her complexion, a ravishing fire in her rich
mf,un.t
iaery pasture into which hogs are turned. II them in the ground. He put the hives down dark
eye, and a classic beauty in her hand“>¥.a alu kept up or are in small yards, it ii where the frost could not reach them, and some features, which, at sight, greatly interwrTl to supply them with the wild
covered close, without
at
all tor ested
providing
mustart
me; and I said to myself, I will earnthat grows in the holds or
ventilation. The combs moulded some, but
estly try to save this poor creature from prohighways, or tr bees came out
and
cultivate some of the better varieties
strong
healthy. He thinks mature death.
foi
them.
They will eat its leaves, flowers by leaving a hole for ventilation the mould
“And as I sat down beside her, really my
seeds and stocks. [Prairie Panner.
•
may be avoided. The colonies buried were heart beat
audibly. I confess it. I took her
weak ones. He says:—The fact that bees
small delicately rounded wrist in my hand,
can be wintered well a number of feet under
In the Journal de Cliimie is
and consulted her pulse with moro than orreported tin ground, without ventilation, and with the
ease of a
interest, and some trepidation, as she
girl, eighteen years old, poisoned ground
frozen over them, is (with me) good dinary
looked languidly but pleasantly in my face,
eating a few of the common domestic evidence that bees need but little air in
win- and said, ‘Doctor, do
tiower called the buttercup.
you think you can aid
ter.
me ?”
■

Every “family

were

Many affecting incidents occurred at the
funeral of Prentice, but the most touching of
all was that of a lady, unrecognized by any
of them present, who came in, gazed a moment on the still, pale face, and then, removing some withered flowers that lay in a
wreath over the breast of the deceased,
dropped
bursting

a

newly opened

rose

there, and,

into tears, turned and passed away.
It was an expression of true affection, and
caused tears to come into the eyes of every
one

present.

The pen is mightier than the sword. A large
tin sign in Detroit, representing a gold pen,
was recently torn from its fastenings by the
wind, carried upinto the air, and descending,
its point penetrated the back of a dog, killing
him instantly.

earnings.

!10n

we come to
whom wo had sent thorp were writing and sailing
explore the reasons of
to us in the brief intervals of almost constant
fight- this increase of expense in our “foot gear,"
*
to
send
and
and
big
when in response we do not discover
succor,
help
that they are to be found
to the condition of things, this call of the Govern111 our inferior
as compared with
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.
ment and this appeal of the
long enduring soldiers, other
the whole people of the State were active and anxcountries, or any deficiency of skill or
ious to obtain and send forward men,
of
poorness
labor.
On the contrary, the
strong, able,
brave men, to help in that one grand and final ef- most
The Cat that is Under the Meal.
intelligent and efficient mechanics of
fort that all felt was soon to be made to crush the the
country—the shoemakers of Massachuhead ot the rebel
serpent-just then, in that crisis
Tlie pith of the Report to which we last
the war and of the national life, when the re- setts—are especially employed in this indusweek alluded, will be found below. The plenishing of the army was a simple question of try. It is generally admitted that we have
lite and death with the
an individual the best
for this product to be
history thereof is briefly this: The act of |I made Ins appearance at Government,
the State < apitol laimum found
anywhere in the world. Our “splitto have come from
March 7, 18G8, provided, together with the
Washington, and bringing in ting machines.” which are such a savin" of
bis pocket a long list of
names, mauy of them labor and
amendment to the Constitution, for quaint and unpronounceable
material, were till recently almost
by an American
and others so very common as to be re- unknown in
tongue,
Our tanning materithe
several towns of the State
reimbursing
markable, all ol which he asserted to be the names als,
owing to the immense forests ot this
for men furnished during the war, subsequent of men who had enlisted in the service jf the Unicountry, are lrom one-fifth to one-seventh
ted States at some time since the
commencement of
to July 5, 18G2, at the rate of $100 for every the
And yet,
war, and who had not been credited to the quo- cheaper than in Great Britain.
three years man. It was expressly provided ta ot any State or municipality. And tiiese names with ail these
and the prestige
nn ere ottered to the officers
ot
a
and recruiting agents of
quarter of a century of success in this
in the act that no reimbursement should be ;
municipalities who were
for men to till manufacture, we cannot now
made to municipalities “for men, when it is ] their quotas and re-enforcelooking
compete with
the depicted army, and
foreign countries in shoe and boot makin",
in evidence that credit was granted by the 1 ottering large bounties for such men. Before quo- and our former
large exports to the British
I tas could be cancelled by the use of these names
State as a gratuity.” Under this authority, t'le approval ot the proper United States officials f lOMnces, to Central and Southern
[ must be
America,
secured.
The
Australia
office
of
and
the
A. A. Provost
West Indies, have dwincommissioners were appointed to make the Marshal
General of Maine was then tilled
an
t0
tho sma11 value of $475,000 in
by
cn
awards, being James A. Milliken, of Cherry- honorable gentleman of Maine and an officer of the 1fbOJ.
But worse than this, we cannot
regular army. To him this remarkable roll was
supfield, D. L. Milliken, of Waterville, and shown and
ply our own people cheaply, and every one
Ins approval of it solicited. That
apNathan Dane, of Alfred. Their report has proval was denied, and probably with some ex- is paying er.ormousiy for this manufacture.
pressions of honest indignation.
Not very long af- While tkc laborers In it do not
prosper
just been make to the Legislature, and print- terward this officer was
ordered to another field of
Tiie cause is the old burden—
Taxation. It
ed. We extract what follows—
duty and his place supplied by an officer from a can be
demonstrated
an
H estern State. Then again
examination ot
by
appeared at the State the various
A very considerable proportion of the claims
elements
the
once
that
Capitol
enter into the comrejected list of names. And
presented have lmd upon them a greater or less henceforward it seems
there was no official veto position of this manufacture, that the whole
number of names that may be best classed as “naval
upon the tilling ol quotas of cities and towns with nation
commission men.” From the commencement of these
pays a tax of seven and one-half pci
names.
”ent. on the
the war in April, 1861, many men enlisted in the
aggregate cost of all the boot.,
Thus far our statement in relation to these
naval service from the marine States, who were
“pa- and shoes manufactured for men and boys,
enrolled or liable to be enrolled in the city or town per credits is founded upon the best information and as
much more on all manufactured for
of their residence. These men bad enlisted with- we have been able to obtain from inquires and the
women and "iris.
A Tribune economist will
out bounty or expectation of bounty. They had collation of many statements voluntarily made to
not been furnished by any munidpalitv, nor credit- us by persons having more or less means of know- at once
this tax. and show that
ed upon any quota. Early in 1804, with a view to ing the facts as they occurred. For the absolute each individual only
pays from fourteen to
the equalization of quotas between the East and the correctness of the statement wo do not vouch. That forty cents on
every pair ot shoes as a tax
AVest, in accordance with an act of Congress, ap- the names were sold by various individuals and to his
government. But the whole value of
proved February 24,1804, the Government “direct- firms at an average price of about $lf>0 each, we this trade
is estimated
ed, in effect, the credit to municipalities of their can very safely state, for they have been claimed
by Commissioner
citizens, liable to enrollment, who were serving in tor reimbursement, and official cei tittcates showiii" \Y ells, on the best authority, at $228 2oU
that
the navy or marine corps, or had been by due enthey were allowed and the receipts for the .'00, and this
tax
will
reach
petty
listment, at any time since the commencement of money paid for them have been presented to subrespectable sum of more than $lo,000,0dO,
the war, though deceased or discharged therefrom stantiate the claims. IIow the individuals or firms
or
some
twro
and a half per cent, on the
(for it seems to have boon a business so extensive
prior to the passage of said act.”
To the State of Maine the General Government and important as t o cull lor the formation of busi- whole annual savings of the nation.
Is it
ness
partnerships) who sold these names became any wonder that the “poor grow poorer” unussigm-u a mum uuiiiiua m iriese men, generally
of
possessed
we
are
be
understood to
two thousand five hundred; but
them,
wholly unable to sav. der such taxation ?
whether just this number or a considerably larger How much they paid for them is a question of verv
11118 is not all.
there are produced
number, we are not able to state, for reasons which much 11101-c interest to themselves than to the peowill appear hereafter. To make a proper distribu- ple of Maine. That they had to divide the money through the country some 47,000,000 pairs
tion of these men or names to the municipalities, received with some other persons or parties is'a of women’s and children’s shoes
per annum.
the War Deparimcnt appointed a Commission, con- very safe presumption. That the men whose names Of these, about 15,000,000
pairs, which are
sisting oftlie then Governor of Maine, and Major J. were sold and bought—if the names represented worn by poor as well as rich, are made
up in
W. T. Gardiner, U. S. Army, then Acting Assist- men—did not receive any of the money so paid is
part of woolen materials, called “lasting”
ant Provost Marshal General of Maine. This Com- quite as safe a presumption.
and “serge." The
.YN nas DC011
mission sent properly prepared blanks to the
:i.ready saul, all Haims for reimburseimport of these materials
municipal officers of all cities, towns and planta- inriit lor tins Hass of liamos have boon disallowed is estimated in value at $3,480,000. The
bv
the
Commission, it has been argued to us that duties on them
tions in the State requesting and directing the reamount, in currency, to some
turn thereon of the name of every man known to siifh names should he allowed because they were
$1,542,000, which increased price is paid by
be serving in the navy or marine corps, or who had purchased in good faith hy municipal officers, and
the women, poor ami rich, of the countrv,
that inasmuch as the names were thin
so served at any time during the war, with the date
accepted bv
and place of his enlistment, and the name of the the Government instead of the men that lmd been —for what? Not certainly for “protection,"
vessel on which he was or had been serving, so far called for, the Commissioners should act upon the for there are only one or two small factories
as such data could be given.
And the quota of presumption tiiat whatever had the sanction of a in Massachusetts, with a few
hands, that
each municipality under the then existing call was Government official must have been rigid and reproduce them. Not for revenue, for this
to be reduced to the extent of the number of names gular.
small amount could he
To this argument our
As
so returned and found to be correct.
easily spared.
It will lie.
reply has been, and is :
seen at once that men so returned by municipal of,1; It is b\ no means a matter of course that mu- Mr. Wells rather dryly puts it, “The governficers had not enlisted on or for any quota, of any nicipal officers acted in good faith in all cases in ment to all intents and
purposes, in addition
city or town—had not been paid any bounty, and, if the purchase of these names to till their quotas. to all its other business, has become a
partalive, were not expecting any bounty. lit section I hey knew very well tiiat when they used the ner in the
and serge business, and
six of the act under which reimbursement is made, money or credit of their city or town (already
it is expressly provided that "no monev or bonds staggering under a load of debt incurred since the runs one or two small establishments at an
shall be paid to any city, town or plantation, for beginning of the war) to fill its assigned quota, expense to the people of $1,500,00(3 per anmen, when it is in evidence that said credit was every bounty paid should have added a strong num—a sunt
greater than is at present angranted by the State as a gratuity for which they brave man to the country's defenders. If they del nually required to
defray the expenditures
have paid no consideration." We could not see not look at the matter in lids light—if they deemed
of tin; whole foreign intercourse of the
that any discretion was left with us whether to al- that their duty to their city or town, and to their
low or disallow these men or names. It seemed to country, was discharged by simply tilling their country!”
But even this is not all the burden on this
quota with names, and thus sat ing their enrolled
us that both the letter and spirit of the law excludm. u from a draft, then we
ed them.
say—
industry. Our readers are familiar with a
These "paper credits'’ answertd the
The foregoing remarks in relation to "naval comobject
convenient element in light shoes,
mission men" are intended to allude only to those tor w hicli they wore purchased—tin v nominally very
For some
who seem to have been regularly and properly re-j iillcil the quota ami saved the city or town from “elastics," or a rubber webbing.
turned to the Naval Commissioners by municipal a draft, ami having been bought for that purpose inscrutable reason this innocent material is
officers. (>n many claims presented for our consul-1 alone there xisis no good reason or argument heavily taxed from
thirty-five to sixty per
oration and allowance, we have found names! why the State should now pav out money for them cent ad valorem.
The result is a tax of lice
<“»•**were •■<'!.) tWivt >vc ! under :l hnv- lleil .11.1 not ...
. ,uv,l
„ukl not ccms on
of
shoes with elastic sides;
every pair
could find no where in tin* records, until we turned, j have been contemplated.
amt the further consequence that the
as a last resort, to the list of men allowed
We remark again that we are onlv
by the 1
cheap
authorized
Naval Commissioners. Municipal officers on
being by the law to award reimbursement‘for men fur- American gaiter which used to be exported so
informed by us that such names upon their claim- nished under the call of
and s.|!,so- pinch to the southern portion of our continent,
dulylst;-’,
could not be allowed because included in the class | 'incut calls. If we
grant that each of these name- is now left at home.
of naval commission men, have, in frequent in- or
"paper credits" represents a man actually in the
These enormous burdens on a
stances, produced receipts from men who were on- service ol the t lilted states at some
single induslime" durum
gaged in the filling of quotas, giving the names so 1 the war prim- to tile date when they were broii'di? 1rial branch have not benefited the workmen
claimed as of men furnished for that city or town, as above, -till we had no
in
it.
I’hese
get lower wages and lind less
to award
and acknowledging the receipt of the same amount reimbursement for them legal authority
unless il were first proved work in the year often than before the
laying
of money therefor as set against the names on the to Us that
enlisted
oiler
they
alter July ■>, lStk>. of the tariff.
The taxes eat out the means
claim. For some time we were wholly unable to in no
single instance where claim was "made for of
individual.
even imagine the explanation of the matter.
is
every
their
obWhat,
then,
The these "paper credit” men. was one item of evinames so claimed we found in the list of those al- dem-e
Is it for revenue? But
fail in
presented to us going to show tile date of joet?
they
lowed by the Naval Commissoners, and found them their enlistment, for
I hus the value of the whole
aught that has ever uppoar- this.
product
no where else.
If allowed by the Naval Commis- ed to us
they might all have enlisted in ism. And of leather in the 1'nited States for 1868 was
sioners then it would follow, or ought to follow, liter
refusing' to allow reimbursement for the about $124,000,000. The duties
that the men were residents of the city, town or brave men of Maine who
imposed on
enlisted in tiiat year, as all the
materials which entered into its complantation to which they were so allowed, and we were obliged to do 11 the terms of the law,
we
were returned as such over the signature of the
should not lie very like y to give (he law a strain- position raised its cost from
to ten per
municipal officers for the time being. Why then ed interpretation for tile sake of allowing for these cent., or to some $ 10,0011,000eight
for the whole
should they have been purchased by the same very doubtful names.
j
people. 1 he receipts of the Treasury from
municipal officers, at a high price, of some "substiAnd filially, viewing the whole matter of these
duties on undressed hides and skins, animal
tute broker"?
Further investigation, however, so called "paper credits" in the best
of
all
the
light
brought out the fact that these purchased naval facts tiiat we have been able to obtain, anil tile best oils and tanning material, were not more
commission men" were not residents of the towns reasoning we have been aide to
than $2,500,000.
So that each one of our
apply to it, it is the
to which they had been so sold, that the names are honest conviction of the
Commissioners that the readers in any way using or purchasing
strange and iiot recognized by the present officers whole transaction was wrong and iniquitous—a leather
paid a useless tax of $7.50 tor every
of the towns as names of men ever residing in those
wrong to the Government tlien struggling for its
places. In all such cases we struck the names very existonc,—a wrong to the people'or the mu- $2.50 he paid into the Treasury. Are these
from the claims as disallowed, and waited for
nicipalities whose money was paid away—and a duties, then, lor “protection?" But our catfurther developments. And now in closing our double and cruel
wrong to the brave men of the tle have never produced more than seventy
labors we are only prepared to explain the mat- army then
lying in the trendies of the Appomattox per cent, ot the hides we require, and before
ter in part.
and the. James; and that all who
actively partici- the war we always exported tanned leather,
Lb SCCI11S HULL Ul IUU LYY
Clll} "11 \ C 111111111 CU Ol 111010 pated in it, or passively consented to it liaYoan uneven to England.
mimes of naval men allowed by the AVar DepartOur advantages for the
pleasant account to settle with their own conscienment to the State of Maine, as before stated, a por- ces and
at least, if never with the business are such that our tanners never
self-respect
tion—how large a portion yvo know not—were loft wronged people and institutions. And
The great expense in
the com- needed protection.
unclaimed t»y any municipality, after tho blanks missioners can think oi no valid
reasoning bv manufacturing leather is not labor, but masent out by the Naval Commissioners for that pur- which they could
themselves
to
the people terial and
justify
machinery, and in these we were
pose had been returned, or after a sufficient time of the (state, if lliey had re-enacted and
perpetuated
had elapsed for them to have been returned. Of the wrong hy
At this time the very
awarding many thousands of the beyond
these unclaimed men, it is said that a part were as- people’s money as reimbursement for the
class of unpleasant spectacle is seen of hides and
signed to some small towns and plantations upon names in question.
skins imported from South America to New
whose people the draft, from a peculiar train of
.imniia
timi Miwiiur
nass oi men Tlint
York, carred across this country in bond,
was
with
more
than com- were claimed and disallowed. In the fall of 1862 a
circumstances,
bearing
tanned in Canada, and then exported to
mon hardship.
Hut even yet a considerable num- considerable number of men were enlisted as
reber seem to have been left. How these men or cruits for the old regiment in the field. Some
So much for the effects of inconof England.
names should have been disposed of, it is no part these recruits, on
arriving at Augusta, instead of siderate taxation on one important branch
of our duty to say. One gentleman of some note going forward to the
regiments for which they had of industry.
and prominence in the state has publicly stated been enlisted, went into the
regular army, generalthat he was permitted by the officials having con- ly into the 17th I'. S.
OLD CORINTH.’’
Infantry. All of which was
trol of the matter, to sell some eighty or more of very proper.
These men were credited at the
Last evening, as we were walking leisurethese names to various municipalities in order to time to the municipalities that had furnished them
get reimbursmant for money lie had paid out in as recruits for Maine regiments, and were not cred- ly along, the music of the choirs in three
Washington and in Virginia in bounties to men ited as recruits for the regular army, lint in 1864 churches came floating out in the darkness
whom lie had induced to enlist or re-cnlist and an order was issued
hy the War Department di- around us, and they were all new and strange
whose names he had forwarded to the Adjutant recting superintendents of the
recruting service tunes but one. And that one—it was not
General here, expecting them to be quola’d to cer- for the regular
army to make return to the Adas wc have heard it, but it awakened
tain towns whose quotas he had contracted to till, jutant (Jcuerals of the several States of the
names sung
but who, on his return home, lie found had been of all men recruited for the
armv after a train of long-buried memories that rose to us
regular
to
the
of
credited
their residence. He fur- September 2, 1802. Under the
places
operation of this even as they were before the cemetery ot the
ther states, if we have understood him correctly, order, of course the names of the men
above men- soul had a tomb in it.
that in every instance where he sold these naval tioned were returned to the
Adjutant General of
It was sweet old Corinth they were singing
commission men to towns or cities, lie wrote the this State. After the
of
some
lapse
eighteen months
names, so sold, or caused them to be written, upon it is uot surprising that
ho fact was forgotten ox- —strains we have seldom heard since the rose
one of the printed blanks such as had been sent
overlooked that some of the men so returned hy color of life was blanched; and wc were in a
out by the Naval Commissioners, and had the mu- r. S. recruiting officers had once been credited as moment back
again to the old village church,
nicipal officers execute it as a return to the Naval recruits for Maine regiments. Hut when we find and it was a summer
afternoon, and the yelCommissioners, thus certifying in their official ca- these men claimed hy municipalities as in the regupacity that the men so bought were residents of lar army, they are claimed as having been furnish- low sunbeams were streaming through the
their toivn or city. So far as we have examined ed in 1804 on the quotas then
pending, and in all west windows, and the silver hair of the old
the files, we have seen no reason for
the eases as having been paid
doubting
pretty large bounties. deacon who sat near the pulpit was turned to
correctness
of
his
substantial
statement in this re- Ou investigation in such eases it has
appeared that gold in its light; and the minister who we
spect. But the eighty or thereabouts which this the bounties marked against the names were paid used to think
could never die, so good was
gentleman acknowledges to have been sold, by no to some person or persons who assumed to sell
had concluded “application,” “exhortameans account for the many that we have found there names to till the quotas of towns.
This fact he,
claimed and bought, as we have before stated, and is one of the mysteries that we have no means of tion” and the
village choir were singing the
allowed by Naval Commissioners in much the explaining. The soldiers in question received last
hymm, and the tune was—Corinth.
That any of the men whose names their bounties. State and
same manner.
municipal, in the fall of
It is years—we dare not think how many
were thus sold out in Maine as serving or having 1862 when they enlisted, and were credited to the
since then, and “the prayers of David, tinserved in the navy, received any of the money paid towns that furnished them.
Hv what possible
to the men who assumed to sell their names, is not right then any man or firm should sell the same son of Jesse, are ended,” and the choir art;
at all probable. How many of this class were sold names to other towns at a price of four or live scattered and
gone. The girl with blue eyes
in the way above named, it is not possible for us hundred dollars each in the season of
1S64, we can- that sang alto, and the girl with black eyes
can
to state.
We
only say that the books show not comprehend. Oases like this were not very
about three thousand names were allowed by Na- numerous, but there were enough of them to have that sang air—the eyes of the one were like a
clear June heavenat night, and those ot the
val Commissioners. The number for which reim- made one mail comfortable in
money matters, if
bursement. has been claimed may be spoken of as one mall had sold them all; more
if lie other like the same heaven at noon.
They
especially
hundreds. And considering what municipal offi- also received a State bounty for each man so sold. both became
wives, and both mothers, and
cers had to do to get such names allowed upon
also
found
We
upon some claims and credits a
they both died. Who shall say that they are
their quotas after purchasing them, it may be well considerable number of men in the
regular array
supposed that only a portion so obtained have been who enlisted in the summer and fall of 1865, long not singing Corinth still, where Sabbaths nevclaimed for rcimbursment, especially in cases after the war had closed. The crediting of them er wane, and congregations never break up ?
where the same men were in office then and now. may he regarded as a clerical error. We need not There
they sat, Sabbatlfatter Sabbath, by the
The commissioners do not take upon themselves add that they were disallowed hy us.
square column at the right of the “leader”
to characterize the proceedings herein described.
.lust how many men or names of the several
and to our young eyes, they were passing
They assume only to give a statement of the facts classes above described have been disallowed for
and to our young ears their tones
as they have appeared in the course of their investhe reasons given, we have not taken time or pains beautiful,
tigations, and leave it for tho people of the State to to estimate. How much money was paid to brok- were the very “soul of music.” That colapprove or condemn as the facts may seem to war- ers lor the three classes—the “naval commission umn I>cars still their pencilled names, as
they
rant.
men,” the “paper credits,” and the
army wrote them in those days in life’s June, 183-,
But there is another and perhaps a still larger men who enlisted io 1862 for Maine regular
regiments, we before dreams of
class of names for which reimbursement has been could not state or ascertain
change had overcome their
by any expenditure of
claimed and disallowed. Perhaps the well known time and pains, because as we have intimated, spirits, like a summer’s cloud.
term
will
best
Alas ! that with the old singers most of the
paper credits’’
designate the class. there is good reason to believe that some, if not
In the latter summer and autumn of 1864, when many, municipal officers have ommitted such sweet old tunes have died
upon the air; but
the army of the Potomac having fought its way names from their claims. It is safe to estimate the
in memory, and they shall yet
from the Rapidan to the Appomattox, lav panting amount in hundreds of thousands of dollars. It they linger
and exhausted but vigilant and watchful in front of was evidently a business that yielded large profits. be sung again in the sweet reunion of song,
Petersburg; when the conviction had been at last It made poor men, or men of moderate means, that shall take place by-and-by in a ball whose
forced home upon the Government and the people suddenly ric h.
We gladly dismiss the unpleasant columns are beams of morning light, whose
that the rebellion could only be subdued by being subject, with the expression of an earnest
is pure pearl, whose floors are all gold,
hope
m
its
entrenched strongholds, that neither they nor men of like passions and ceiling
thoroughly whipped
and where hair never turns silvery, and where
and that to do this the army of Freedom must be weaknesses shall ever again in our
country’s liiskept full and strong by constant reinforcements— tory have like opportunity or temptation presented hearts never grow old. Then she that sang
when the Government was calling loudly for rethe recurrence of a similar condition of
by
danger, alto and she that sang air will be in their
cruits and new regiments, and the gallant men distraction and sorrow in the State and Nation
places once more
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WASHINGTON MATTERS.

LEGISLATURE.

Tuesday, Feb. i.
Ordered, That one thousand additional
copies of tin Report of the Commissioners on
Equalization of the Municipal War Debts, lie printed fur the use of the Legislature.
Read and assigned. An aet authorizing the formation and regulation of railroad corporations;
hill an net authorizing A F. Ames to place a dolphin or spar Ininy at the head of his wharf in Rockland.
Passed to he engrossed—An act authorizing John
Condon to extend and maintain his whari in the
city of Belfast.
Tuesday. Feb. 1.
House. Prayer by Rev. Mr. King of Augusta.
Papers from the Senate disposed of in concurSenate.

rence.

Read and assigned—an net to repeal chap. 03 of
the acts ul IsoS .mil sections 32, 33, and 34 of chap,
si of the Revised Statutes, and to amend see. 31 of
the same chapter relating to levy ot executions

against

towns.

j

KKl'KI'I-'.XTATIOX

AT LARGE l'Oll VIRGINIA

The arguments and allidavits in thecasool
Mr. Sugar, claiming a seat in the House as
Representative at large from Virginia, have
been printed, and will be considered by the
Committee on Flections. These documents
make out a very plausible argument in favor
of Mr. Sugar’s right to the seat, especially
when the language and sections of the Reconstruction acts and clauses in the \ irginia
Constitutional Convention are relied upon.
But to this position, which is conceded
to be well taken, the answer is made that
there is no act of Congress regularly apportioning to Virginia a member for the State, at
large, such as was enacted in the case of 111inoTs, for example; and by some member of
the Committee it is claimed that such an act
must be passed in behalf of Virginia before
Mr. Segar can lawfully take his seat.

The contract for the State Printing with Messrs.
Sprague, Owen & Nash came from the Senate, and
GRANT WANTED AS A WITNESS
was approved in concurrence.
Kill an act concerning Insurance and Insurance
and Currency Committee had
The
Banking
ComCompanies was read and recommitted to the
session, in discussion of tiie propriety
mittee on Mercantile Affairs and Insurance, on along
of subpoenaing President (Irani, Mrs. Grant
motion of Mr. Gannett.
and Mrs. Corbin. Two of (lie members inPetitions. Bills &e.. Presented and Resist that these witnesses must be examined in
ferred.

Bv Mr. Davis—Petition of Robert Crosby et als,
of Albion, for authority to sell the meeting house
nftlie Christian society in that place.
lit Mr. Alexander—Petition of Edmund Benner
et 347 als., for authority to locate a bridge in the
tide water at Belfast; ot J. R. Grant et SO als., of
Monroe in aid of same ; of .Jonathan Durham et is
.is,, in aid of same.
Wednesday, Feb. 2.
In Senate. Passed to be engrossed. An act
to set oft a part of the town of Tremont in Hancock County, and incorporate the same into a town
hv the nomi ot Lamoine.
ll.>t sp.
Mr, Hinks, from the Committee on
Railroads, Ways and Bridges, on petition of B. F.
Buxton eL als., reported bill an act to incorporate
the tieiugca Ki\et Railroad company, amt the
-ante he printed and recommitted.
Resolve for the purpose of carrying into effect
chap. 330 of the resolves of 18G4. in favor of the
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Female College,
ante up hv special assignment, the question being
Alter a lengthy
on it- passage to lie engrossed.
discussion, in which the passage of the resolve
was strenuously opposed, it passed by a vote of 73
yeas to 30 nays.
petitions,

Ac.,

hills,
t

presented

and

re-

erred.

By Mr. Wa-son. Petition of Wm. Hopkins and
als., of Blltehill, asking that the law regulating the taking of porgies, he made more effectual;
of John Stevens and 0<) et als., of same town in
aid of same; of George W. Hardy and i0 et als., ot
Deer isle, in aid of same; of Wm. P. Joy and Li

70 et

als., in aid of same.

11

By Mr. Wasson. Petition of H. J. Milliken and
2s et tils., of Surry, for authority to loan the credit

said town in aid of the construction of a railroad from Bangor via Bueksport and Ellsworth.
By Mr. Harrmian. Remonstrances of Oakes Autries and 70 others, of Belfast, against taxing foreign insurance companies. Remonstrance of the
Mayor, A Mermen and Councillors of the city ol
lie Mast, against the petition of Edmund Benner et
al>. for a fourth free bridge across tide waters in
Belfast.

.4

order to clear up the story, while the remainder of the Committee allege that there is not
a particle of evidence, as the case now stands,
throwing a shadow of suspicion upon the
President and Mrs. Grant, nor even upon
Mrs. Corbin. And further, that there is
nothing in the case requiring a statement
Irom them, inasmuch as all the testimony
shows unequivocally that they absolutely
knew nothing of the Wall street speculation.
What Gen. Grant said and did with reference
to the sales of Government gold, lias been
fully set forth in the testimony of witnesses

examined

at

length.

GRANT AND HOAR PEEl. BAD.

Grant and Hoar fee) had about the rejection
of the latter. Senator Spencer, of Alabama,
called upon the President upon some official
business; when Gen. Grant remarked “vou
little men in the Senate don’t seem to like
my nominations.” Spencer asked what he
Grant replied, “I mean you small
meant.
men of the Senate don't like Judge Hoar.”
Spencer humbly suggested that the Constitution gave little and big Senators the right to
pass upon nominations : and in the en joyment
The
of tliat right they had rejected Hoar.
President said “Very well; it may lie all
right.” At Secretary Fish’s reception Judge
Hoar and Senator Sawyer, of South Carolina,
met.
Sawyer is one of the Senators who
voted against Hoar's confirmation. After
exchanging a few general words, Hoar remarked, “I see, Mr. Sawyer, you intend to
force Massachusetts and South Carolina to resume their old attitude towards each other.”
“I don’t see it." said Sawyer, “what do you
mean ?” Hoar replied, “that a man tit to lie a
Senator ought to bn competent to extract
meaning out of that little speech.” Sawyer
indicated that he did not believe Massachusetts would be alarmingly disturbed because
the Senate doesn’t like Mr. Hoar.

iiiursuay, peo. 6.
Read and assigned—Bill an act to incorporate the Sherman Steel Company.
I li >rsi\ Read and assigned—An act authorizing
A. K. Ames to place a buoy at the end of his wharf
S A 1. r. '*r
\ 1 M
in Rockland; an act additional to an act to incorporate the Bangor Water Company; an act to set
The House resolution of inquiry as to allegntt* a part of tin? town of Trenton in Hancock
ed sales of military and naval cadetships has
county, and incorporate the same into a town by
\ he name of Lamoine.
sorely exercised some members of Congress
On motion of Mr. Gannett.
and their friends, lest their particular eases
Ordered. That the Committee on the Judiciary shall be the subject of
investigation. The
inquire into the expediency of so amending article cadet traffic is not a new trade, it lias been
2 of sec 1 of the Constitution of the State as perm>ii< therein designated paupers shall not for the
going on for some years, if common report
reason that they are paupers be denied the right to
may be relied upon. But it lias only recently
senate.

v

ote.

Presented by Air. Vosc—An act to incorporate
the Searsport Manufacturing Company. Referred
to the < Committee on Manufactures.
Friday. Fob. 4
motion of Air. Reed,
ordered. That the Committee on the Judiciary
lx* instructed to inquire into the expediency of
unending the law relating to foreclosure of mortgaa< to lessen the time allowed for redempge
ion.
The resolve in favor of the Maine Wesleyan
'••minary came up by assignment on its passage to
senate.

«

engrossed.

!»•

hi

m motion of Air. < 'leaves, the vote was taken by
and nays, resulting as follows:
Yeas—Alessrs. Bolster, Bufifum, Carvill, French,
Cray, Ilanson, Holland, Lane, Lang, Lindsey,
<

>

eas

assumed the glaring or open form of comThe cadetships
merce in official patronage.
have been sold at rates ranging from $300 to
$3000 apiece. The demand has been such
that the lattoi sum could always be obtained,
but as the member of Congress is not generally advised of the modus operandi of bringing the vendor and vendee together, he frequently sells out at very low rates comparatively. One ease has been the subject of
curbstone gossip for some weeks, owing to
the facts, as it is alleged, that the member of
Congress “went back" on his brokers. The
member referred to is from a.Southern State.
He put his naval cadetship in the hands ot
The brokers, two acting
brokers for sale.

Minot, Nealley, Rolfe, Talbot,—14.
Nays—Messrs. Ruck, Carleton, Cleaves, Fuller, jointly, i'ountl a purchaser in a Northern
cibbs, Kingsbury. Roberts, Torrev,—S.
State at S20O0. The member agreed to give
So the resolved passed to he engrossed.
the brokers $s(iit and keep Sli’oii for himself,
WD REl’.lI.ES, PETITIONS. Ac., PRESENTED,
but the brokers charge that he only gave
FERRED.
them $300 and kept $1700 for himself There
of
citizens
of
GreenMr.
Kingsbury—Petition
|;>
has been a little coolness between these genbush. in favor of uniformity of textbooks. Retlemen ever since, and threats of exposure
ferred to the Committee on Education.
By Mr. Carleton—Remonstrance of J. E. Aloore now and then disturb the member'- digestion.
« t ai>., of Thomaston.
Friendship, Cushing. Rock- This is one of the cases that will serve to illand, and South Thomaston, against uniformity of lustrate the
many reported instances of traffic
Referred to the Committee on Educatext books.
in cadetships. The object of the law in givtion.
Mr. Green, from the Committee on ing to the Representative the right to name
Horsi:.
Agriculture, reported leave to withdraw on peti- cadets, is that he may select them from
tion for the incorporation of the Penobscot Central
among his constituents. The selection from
Agricultural Society.
outside of his district is substantially
Mr. Ihivis, from tiie Committee on Fisheries on regions
petition reported lull an act to authorize Gen. a violation of the law. and the transgression
MacLcllau toeonstruct and maintain fish wiers and is aggravated by the sale of the office. Therewharves in the tide waters of Herring Cove in the fore the members whose hands are clean, ]>rotown ofTrcscott.
Read and assigned.
to put a stop to the trade in cadetships.
Mr. Moars, from the same Committee, on peti- pose
tion reported hill an act for the nerservation of
The execution of the negroes. Jones and
trout and other lish in Grose point in the town of
\\ aldoboro.' Read and assigned.
Carpenter, for committing a gross outrage
Pkhtionn, Bills. Ac.. Presented, and Re- upon a Mrs. Meredith, occurred, as we have
fer R EI).
previously announced, in Newcastle, DelaBy AH’. Lewis—Petition of Ezekiel Prescott mnl ware, on Friday last. The mother of Jones
7nls.. lbr an net to prevent the throwing of slabs visited him in his cell and was much affected.
nr other refuse into George's river in Montvillo.
Jones, however, did not seem to manifest
ISv Mr. Stover—Petition of E. ('. Simpson et als.
of llarpswell. for authority to extend their wharf much feeling, and when she went away remarked, “I don't see de use of all dis here
into title waters of West llarpswell.
ISv Mr. Sherman, of Isleshoro—Petition of A. E. blubberin': it's all over, anyhow.
Ise a
et
of
Eroiioek
als..
Eineolnville. for leave to extend
to glory, sure." Carpenter’s relatives
..
steamboat wharf into tide waters of Pcnobseot gwine
seemed to ignore him entirely. In reply to
lSav.
l!y Mr. Mill.—Petition of Jesse Hakcman and 253 an interrogatory ns to how he slept the night
tIs.. of llrooksville, against the repeal of the law before his death. Jones replied, “First rate:
regulating the taking of porgies. Referred to the never slept better. Guess have a long sleep
< onimittee on Fisheries.
next time."
Carpenter’s eyes glared wildly,
By Mr. Bird—Petition of E. C. Spaulding and 23
:d-.. in favor of setting otf a portion of South Thorn- and he was under the inlluenee of great terThe execution was witnessed by about
aslon and annexing tiie same to the city of Rock- ror.
land. Referred to the Committee on Division of iouo persons, wno siowcu incmsoivcs away
(owns.
in the prison yard many hours previou to the
Saturday. Feb. 5.
hanging. When the culprits had been pinionSi ns re.
Read and assigned—An act to prevent ed. the Sheriff gave Jones an
opportunity to
the use of narrow rimmed wheels in the town of address the crowd, which he did in a firm
clierryfleld: an act authorizing the Union School voice. lie admitted
having committed the
District of ( Iierrylieht to raise money.
Horse. Mr. Rearer, reported hill an act to crime for which lie was convicted, but insistauthorize Edward Swazey et als., to extend their ed that Carpenter was innocent of any parwharf in fhe the town of Blicksport. Read and
ticipation in it. At the conclusion of the
assigned.
prayer by the chaplain, the ropes wore adAugusta, Feb. 7.
justed upon the necks of each; Jones looked
In the Semite Mr. Pane introduced a bill to pre- around,
taking a survey of the prison walls,
sent the manufacture and sale of poisonous and
the clear heavens above, and the bright >unin
adulterated Ihpiors. 11 is
effect the same bill as
Carpenter gazed at the rope with an
Hist failed a passage last year known as the Buz- light.
i air of terrible inward agony. lie seemed to
zell bill.
The resolves relating to the claims of Maine be entirely oblivious of all that was
going on
against the United States for advances made by around him. At last the ropes were placed.
Massachusetts in the war of 1*12-15, were passed
The clergymen having said farewell left the
in concurrence.
The hills to authorize Asscsors to appoint high- platform, the Sheriff and deputies shook
As the hood was
way Surveyors, to amend the law relative to the hands with the prisoners.
inspection of lime, and to continue the State pen- being drawn over his head Jones said, “Jesus
sion law, were read and assigned.
sees us now.”
Carpenter submitted without
It look now as though Keegan might oust, Dicka word.
At sixteen minutes past twelve
'ii
tii
District.
Madawaska
ey
o’clock the prisoners stepped upon the drop,
In an instant the slender cord which held
An amusing incident occurred at Portland
them to the earth was served, and in anothei
on the occasion of the reception of the Peainstant the sentence of (he court was conbody funeral fleet. Snow and sleet had fall- summated.
The shock was fatal. Jones
en the day before, followed by rain during
for a minute and exhibited no mow
(he night. In the morning the uoublo-turret- ipiivcrcd
noticeable signs of life. For three minutes.
ed monitors Terror and Miantonomoh presentwho was rather light in build
Carpenter
under
the
ot
ed a beautiful appearance
rays
moved his feet backwards and forwards, drew
inches
thick
on
the run. Ice had formed two
his shoulders and several times his feet.
(lie stays, guards, (lag staffs, hurricane decks, up
His struggles, however, possessed nothing o!
turrets and chains; icicles were pendant
violence, to indicate suffering.
from the eight thousand square feet of gratdeck.
At
the
the
which
form
hurricane
ings
The following appointments have beet
first fire of the heavily charged fifteen-inch
made by the Governor:
down
with
the
came
whole mass of ice
guns
Justice to solemnize marriages—A. J. Me
a crasli
upon the heads of the officers and Leod,
Bangor; 1>. 11 Tribou, Hampden; M
men. The windows in the
pilot houses break- A. Doughertv, Somers worth.
ing at the same time frightened the Portland
Trial Justices—Raymond S. Rich, Thorn
pilots so badly, that they sprang from the dike; Benjamin().
Sargent, Searsport.
pilot houses to the guys, slid down about
Notaries Public—II. F. Clark, Tremont
to
feet
the
decks
and
took
to
boats
their
forty
T. Hunter, Lubee.
under the impression that the monitors were George
Coroners—Win. Percival, China; Parke:
sinking.
E. Crane, Winterport.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Henri
The Rockland Gazette says Charlotte S. Trcvett, Trenton; Samuel K.
Whiting, Cas
Keller, aged about sixty years, at South tine; Cyrus Emery, Sullivan ; Geo. W. Whita
Thomaston, cut her throat with a dull sheath ker, Gouldsboro; Gustavos B. Chadwick,
knife, on Thursday afternoon last, making a China; Charles L. Allen, Rockland; John Bird
gash abont four inches long, laying the jugu- Rockland; John Ruggles, Jr. Thomaston
lar vein and caroted artery bare. She took Calvin It. Haraden, Wiseasset; Charles Stet
a wash basin to catch the blood. Her mother son, J. W.
Humphrey, T. K. Johnson, B. B
about 99 years of age, who was in the house Thatcher, Bangor; Leander A. Rogers, Dinhad
found her
with her, as soon as she
daugh- er; John M. Skinner, St. Albans; George
ter had committed the deed, sent for assist- T. Hunter
Lubee; Emery S Wilson. Cher
ance.

ryfteld.

ROBBERY AND ARREST.
A NEEDED REFORM.
Sr. Lous. Flu. 1.
We see that a bill is before (he Legislature
Shepard Stevens of Bangor, Me., was arwhich provides for an uniform system of
The rested at Quincy, 111., yesterday, charged
school lx*nks throughout the State.
with stealing $8,000 in currency and $2,500
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1870.
idea is an excellent one, and such a law should in
city bonds of Bangor, Me., from a friend
be at once passed. The present method of in New York some months ago. The bonds
rL'ISUSHF.l) KV1CUY THl’HSDAY MOllSIXIi.
and the money had
—I1Ysupplying school books is little less than a were found on inhis person
been invested
real estate in Kansas.
bears
and
swindle
on
especially
H.
SIMPSON,
parents,
WILLIAM
Since the above appeared in the papers, a
EDITOR AND DKOl’RIETOR.
hard upon those with many children and
has been published, dated at Bandispatch
and
of
a
business
In
small
The
Terms.
$3.00
means.
advance,
year;
making
Subscription
that the arrest of Stevens grew
within the year, $3.50; at the expiration ot the year $5.00.
is very profitable—suffi- gor. stating
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch oi ! selling school books
out of a dispute concerning the title to certain
ami 35 cents for
for
three
in
weeks,
$1.35
in
the
column,)
houses
length
so to enable
engaged
each subsequent insertion. A fraction u$a square charg- ciently
lands in Kansas, and was an attempt to foreed as a lull one.
business to retain active, energetic and somestall
the
public opinion. We have learned the
out
to
times unscrupulous men,
push
Administrators, Executors and Guardians de- j
facts of the case, as stated by the complainthe
in
own.
in
their
.Journal,
their
advertisements
j
and
of
published
rivals
They
books
siring
push
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
ant and his friends, which are as follows—
bore the teachers, humbug or bribe commitdirected is withheld lrorn this paper.
Mr. George W Buckmore, of tins city, lateall
to
a
nuisance
tees, and make themselves
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
of Ellsworth, was in New York, transactly
the
with
do
to
management
the
paper, having anything
changed, must state the Post Office to which
some business, and stopping at the Astor
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
ing
of schools. A town or district, tor instance,
He there fell in with Stevens, and
House.
and
text
of
books,
series
45-S. M. Pettengili. & Co., G State St., Boston adopts a certain
and 57 Park Row, New Vork. are our authorized Agents after much trouble and
the pupils, invited him to his room. During their conexpense,
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiseversation, Buckmore stated that he had
ments.
ot the school are brought into uniformity.
Ii. Niles. No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
$8,OOt) in cash and $2500in Belfast ('ity Bmnls
series
that
who
this
for
those
adopted
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements
Inayearor so,
in hi- satchel, which was in the room. He
paper.
out of office, and some smooth-tongued
JtifT. C. Evans, 10G Washington ^Street, is an au- go
stepped out for a tew moments, leaving
on
the
thorized agent of this paper.
of another publisher, prevails
£3-Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New 5 ork, agent
'1 In- Stevens there, and on his return found that
will receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest new committee to make a change.
he had disappeared and that the satchel was
rates. Their orders will always receive prompt attention.
books are as good as new, and would do serand tig* money anil bonds gone. After
open
that
those
while
vice For another generation,
Newspaper Decisions.
li ving in vain to recover his funds by aid ot
But
better.
no
are
them
to
are
displace
1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
the police, Buckmore came home.
His
post-office—whether directed to his name or another’s, there is no other alternative than to take
or whether he has subscribed or not—is responsible for
Monroe Young, of Ellsworth.!
son-in-law,
sum
another
or
the payment.
children from school,
expend
3. It a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
then started in pursuit of Stevens. After a
to send that can he illy spared, and comply with the
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue
search he discovered his location, and
it until payment in made, and collect the whole amount,
new rules.
And then there is no assurance i long
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.
to New York procured from Gov.
returning
another
5. The courts have decided that refusing to take news- that
not
another year may
bring
papers and periodicals from the post-office, or removing
Hoffman
requisitic-ns out lie (lovernors of Iowa.
and leaving them uncalled lor, is prima facie evidence change.
ot intentional fraud.
Illinois. Armed with these, lie!
and
Kansas
the
A law can be framed which shall leave
returned and procured the arrest, as above
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on selection >f the best books with a committee
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
stated. We have as yet seen no account of
For instance, 15 .May Grt, of able and honest men, whose decision shall
form of receipt now used.
When
the
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
arraignment of Stevens before the New
Let
of
.Stale.
the
be for all the public schools
a new payment is made, tlie date will be Immediately
Courts. The numbers of the bonds
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent the competition and discussion of merits be York
with every paper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
lost
were
preserved, and if, as stated above,
And when the selection is
before them.
to forward the sums due.
were found upon Stevens, there would
e^In sending money, state THE DOST OFFICE to
they
fora
of
the
matter
be
the
end
made, let that
which the paper is sent.«gftr
seem to be no reasonable doubt of his guilt.
reasonable time. This method would probain
THE PRESENT ASPECT OK THE PAPER bly’, divert some thousands of dollars
The Bowdoinham Bank robbers, on Saturprofits from the purses of publishers, lmt
CREDIT ROBBERY.
night last, made a daring attempt at esday
it would keep the money in the pockets of
The stealings, the bold and unblushing
which came near being successful.
cape,
the people, where it belongs. It is in behalf
robberies that were perpetrated during the
One of them, Bartlett wo believe, sawed oil'
this
in
who
half
suffered
of parents,
long
war, to say nothing of graver wrongs, are
the bars of his cell and got into the corridor.
matter Aliat we speak.
of
the
old
hut an
saw—that
With a false key he liberated Simmns. They
xemplifieation
“when the pot boils the scum rises.” in
must have worked sharp, for the cells are
ANOTHER STEP FORWARD.
troublous times knaves are certain lo get invisited
every half hour by a watchman.
When the President’s Message was delayto places of power and trust, and the people
The two then by some means got into the
be
to
and
we
ed, last December,
expected
suffer. Shakspere expresses the idea, when
street. Their escape was discovered and purto print our paper-of the same week
obliged
tinknavish
Falstafl'
counsel
the
lie makes
j
Miit made. The convicts concealed theminsertwithout that important document, we
Prince, on the eve of civil war,—“Rob me j
selves by the side ( f the road, but were diswhat
about,
embodied
which
ed a substitute,
first tiling that thoudoe-t, ]
and fired upon, one of them receivcovered
I the exchequer, the
wo supposed Ulysses might say. The followand do it with un washed hands, too.” The
The other gave
a bullet in hi< arm
ing
ing is an extract—
during
1
himself tip. A double sleigh, with only the
of
a lav. giving to each
the
1
recommend
passage
j
There clustered about the flee Vmcriean" of Atrican descent forty acres, of driver, was soon rfter seen in the
our late troubles.
vicinity,
of mules with cart and harnesses, live
land, a
in
(lock
of
unclean
loud
a
birds,
I
pro- barrels pair
capital
of flour and two suit' of clothing, including supposed to have ecu there by arrangement
fessions of patriotism, but sharply intent on a hat of the high-top-swceling style for wearing to for the
purpose of picking tip the convicts.
I would suggest for your consideration,
These
are
the incidents ol the atl'air .as we
robbing the exchequer. And they succeeded meeting.
of
a
also, the passage of a law offering a,premium
fair amount on each child horn to colored parents,
beautifully.
them, and may not be correct in all
gather
gratuity for twins
The report of the Commissioners, wide, h with an established additional
home into

fctapublican

3 ajunta.L

publish in the larger part to-day, will
give the public a new insight into tins bad
business. It exposes the cunning devices by
we

which the knaves were enabled to effect these
robberies, and shows that the concerted action of both State and Fnited States officials,

and

triplets.

It would tend

particulars.

encourage

dustry. and largely increase tin- prosperity, dignity
and honor of the country.
We did not expect to be ijuile so soon called upon to announce Ibis as a part of the

I.mi'ortan

;

tp

kstioxs.

The

people,

since

Report of the ( ommissioners on the War
I Debt, are asking some questions, which
the Republican party. But Wendell
ought, to he answered. Who was Governor,
Of course

policy of
Phillips lias publicly proclaimed

the

it.

while the

Credit stealings was going
didn't he expose it? Who
Last week the Anti-Slavery Society met in was
needed
Adjutant General ?—and did he get a
Boston. It would seem that this Association
slice of the st ealings? Who was the Unishort, however, of their whole duty to the
should dissolve when slavery no longer exted Slates military official that connived at
public, inasmuch as they must have learned ists, But it
says there is stiJl work for it to the fraud? How much did ho
the names of the rascally ollicials, and fail to
gel? Where
do. There arc “hills beyond Pentland, and
did the eight} nnassigned credits come from
make them public. Rumor associates in the
friths beyond D-rlli."
Having treed the licit I'arwell says he got and sold '* Vr,> llicv
paper credit ring, some high officers of
to ire cheeks upon each other, was
to carry them out.
They stopped

designed

it must be

111•

so.

on

i

do him

>i.i

.Olioo

-li dd.

i.

-t.

\

’lC1

f—and

Paper
why
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LETTER

FROM

BOSTON.

‘•spoon victuals” cannot be

disputed.

To

many of the foreign applicants the soup esPrevention of Cruelty to Animals—Preva- tablishments are a very near approach to the
lence of Crime-—Big and Little Offenders ‘■land
(lowing with milk and honey.” On
-Snow-—Soup Benevolence—-The Weather.
Thursday last over 1100 persons were supBoston. Feu. 7. 1*70.
plied with these soup dinners in the city.
The reputation of Massachusetts for BeneThe weather on the coast the past week
volence and kindliness of heart, does not has been
None of the
hard and stormy.
stop at the coniines ot humanity. It goes steamers have been able to make their regueven to the dumb
creation, and watches over lar trips. The katalnliu, after putting into
their right to ho exempt from needh -s pain. Portland on
Thursday, arrived at a late hour
The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention on
Friday, and had not sailed on her return
of Cruelty to Animals is a nourishing instioil
Corrc*i>ondence ot tl»r* Journal.

It is duly organized and ofl'n ■red,
tution.
has rooms on Washington street, and i; fur-

trip

Tie

Saturday evening.
reigning sensation just

now

is the

presence of Prince Arthur, who arrived from
nished with funds, by endowment and sub- N• >v
York kite on Saturday night, snugly
scription, to do its appointed work, it invites linked against vulgar intrusion in a special
information of all instances of cruelty I
ear,
iii took rooms at the St. James, and,
animals, and is pledged to institute prosecu- like
good Iniv. went to meeting on Sunday.
tions in all eases that warrant it. It lets an
1F< honor Mayor Shurtlet! called on the
organ, a monthly paper called Our Dumb Prims’ oid wehmned him to Boston. lie
Animals, the motto ot which is "We -.peak
expresses himself much pleased with Boston
for those who cannot speak for themselves.
and ts orderly ipiiet, which he evidently pre[is heading hears an engraving from Ho- fers t" tin
louder demonstrations of other
garth's Four Stages of Cruelty, representing cities.
Pkkcik.
a

his overladen and prosIn this instance, however, an
interposes to stay the cruelty-- perhaps

eartmau

beating

trate horse.

angel

intended to punninglv represent George T.
President of the Soeiety. The motto of the paper is from Cowper—

.Augell,

“I would not enter on my list of friends,
Though graced with polished manners and line
sense.

Vet wanting sensibility, the man
Wlm needlessly sets fool upon
worm.

The paper is largely devoted to horse, itile and dog benevolence, i! such a t.-nu iie
allowable.
The policy and profit ot m- .ting
them kindly, their patience, gentleness and

tin

(

a-tine

I'olleetorshiphas

taken

an un-

xpeeted direction. Devereaux was making
great efforts for reappointment, and Col.
Tilden, who dug out of Libby Prison, cone

sidered his claim first rate. But it seems
that both have been ignored, and \V. II. Sargent appointed. There’s nothing certain in
this world,

managed
The

join

at

especially that part

of il which is

Washington.

people

ol Lllsworth

hands with

Bncksport,

have agreed to
and put a rail-

road through between the two places, via.
devotion to their masters, are largely treated
It will he of great bene(bland and Surry
of, with illustrative anecdotes.
But we can say to
fit to the places named
Such a society may he the means of doing
our friends, out of the experience that we
It gives i rallying point for
much good.
have had. that much thought, determination
those who arc scandalized by the inhuman
and hai'il lah.u will lie reipiired to make the
inflicted
punishments
by brutal men on their
a success
The building of railenterprise
suffering dumb dependents. Horses that roads is no
boy’s
play
were doing their best with loads beyond
their strength, have been often terribly beatVISIT OF NAVAL OFFICERS TO AUGUSTA.
en in the streets of Boston, giving nearly as
The officers of the British ami United
much pain to spectators as to the animals. States
Meets, now lying at Portland, visited
The intention is to extend protection to all
Augusta last Friday, and according to all acthe animal creation. Mr. Berg, President of
counts. had an excellent timi
l’lie Portland
the parent society, in New York, lias been Advertiser
gives the following report ot
accused of over-sensitiveness, and of getting the visit
outside his domain. The celebrated suit
The party which left this city yesterday to
which he brought against certain \ enders of visit
Augusta l>y invitation of (lov. Chambersea-turtles, for boring their dippers and tv- lain was composed of twenty-liv e oflieers of
the British and American licet now lying in
iug them together with a cord, created some this harbor, and a few
couples of ladies and
sport, —the dealers contending that the tur- gentlemen who went to join the
evening festle was not an animal, but a tisli, and. I be- tivities
Vinongthe former were Capt. Cnmlieve, prevailed. Certain promoters of cock- mct'ell and Limits. Arundel and Childers ol
the Monarch. Capt. Shufeldt ami Ut Coin.
fights. or ‘•chicken-disputes.'’ in the relined \Vi~"
of the >1 iantonomah, ('apt. Hansom and
dialect ot the sporting papers, also plead in
Lieutenant lloss of the Terror, Capt Macomb
defence, that chickens were birds, not ani- ofthe Plymouth and < 'ommander N icholson of
mals.
It. is Irani to say what callings the the Benicia. II .1 Murray, Esq.. II B M.
Consul at Portland, was also one of the parlegal profession will not find a loop-ti >]e for,
ty. T E. Twitehell. Esq.. ofthe commit tee of
under the stimulus of a fee.
arrangements, accompanied them from Port
Thoughtful readers of the papers must be land.
The party was joined hy (lov. Chamberstruck with the great amount of crime which
the records show. Bank-robberies, defalca- lain at Brunswick, and on arriving at Augusta. the
iken to the Augusta House
was
tions, thefts, store-breaking, forgeries, and all where party were received
by the Executive
they
those offences which specially -in against the < 'ommittee.
The hall at Granite Hall in the evening
rights of property, are uncommonly prevalent. It is undeniable that a forgetting of was a great success. Some lotto people from
all parts ofthe State part ieipalcd in the festivthe maxims of good old Ben Franklin, an ities.
About 8 1--J o’clock (lov. Chamber
iteiiing to enjoy what has not been honestly lain and his distinguished guests entered tluearned, and a craving for show and luxury, ll.-11 i and were received with the National An
the band
\n opportunity
are the impelling causes io much of this them, played by
was then -riven I" ail who wislmd to lie intfocriminality. We have not. and shall no* *. a
'■e-."! t
'I
i. I
"Mii'i
m:iny ladies and
long years, gel out "I the influence of th gent hare u availed them Iv- of the priviAlter
extravagance resulting from the sudden 'In- icgi
promenade. dancing begun,
the music being furnished by Chandler’s
*o
fusion of money during the late war
Baml who gave some of tie- choicest dancmany enjoyed luxuries who never knew them ing music that has been heard in
Augusta
before, that it is hard to return to th* short this season.
Vt
11
of
o'clock
former
a
refreshments were served in
commons
days—hence
lisu-ning
the hall, after which dancing was continued
and yielding to the suggestions of erinn
to :i 1-J o’clock.
Gov Chamberlain would
The contagion reaches in all directions
allow no wines upon the table.
The toilettes
While the hank teller takes his thousand-, ot the ladies were most
elegant: in particuthe errand boy watches his opportunity to lar Mi» Morse, of Bath, \li.-s llinnian ol
make free with skimps and scrip, failing at Bangor, and Miss Baker of Augusta, who
w-tc
acknowledged belle.- of the evening,
an establishment a day or two ago, and mi-slo-.lay tho officers will visit the arsenal and
ing a bright-looking lad that I had been a-- public buildings, and return to this eitv on
unsunned to see, 1 learned that lie had been the II o'clock train.
detected in pilfering, and discharged. The
i ourts deal in some instances
The Peabody obsequies, at Portland, were
very uncipially

sll that lie go! ?
Who eNe were made rich ?
juror, and secured it all by a constitutional
-and what have they got to sir for themofficial, acting as A. A. Provost Maramendment, there is still something ivuiniu- selves ?
I'hise are important questions.
shal (iencral ol the State, some active nonlie must have land and money
ing.
Shall the people Inne the answers.1
descript.-. who vibrated between Augusta and lie must be made
independent. This is the
Washington, and probably acted as bearers
Wendell put the idea to his associates
Si. Domingo isn't annexed so much a
i!
way
ot
truly loyal” despatches for this ring, and
■The whole nation ..ignize- tin litnes- and was a short time
The ambition to beago.
Unless In
a host of lesser satellites in the Legislature necessity of securing land I" tin- negro.
come, one ot the glorious I 'niled Si.it.- has
Il was not perhaps within the has a homestead to stand upon, the ballot and his
and out of it.
civil rights will he worse than empty form -—they seized each < f the
negro communities of the
evils."
scope of the Commissioners' duty to go to will he
West Indies, and jealousy has pos.-cs-cd ll e
And not only land, but other things, which
the extent we have indicated, but they would
souls of all, for fear that their neighbor will
certainly have rendered a public service in are like Mrs. Toiidh's’ door-plate, “handy to
in first.
Baez has probaldv sold what lie
have in the house." One of these tilings is get
so doing.
can’t deliver, and is in commercial parlance,
Without the aid of money lie asks—
As matters now are, a new Committee, money.
“broke." S une other colored individuals in
"How shall he break up the soil, fence, build or
with power to send for persons and papers,
u!tivatcv "here is his mule to come from? Every the interior are not disposed to acquiesce in
! will have to he formed, if the Republican negro family ran .juslh claim forty acres of land,
the sale, and are getting up a troublesome
a furnished cottage, mule and
:
party means to pursue the investigation, one year’s support,
The insurgents will he joined by
farm tools, and free schools for life: and this would revolution.
the
to
render
certain
is
known
now
Enough
cost us about one thousand millions of dollars.”
After the reception ot
the llaytien.s. who havi just shot Saluave for with those who are caught in the meshes of completed last week
detection of the guilty parties, if the inquiry
Does anybody say that this is rant and
The big embezzlers generally the remains by Gov. Chamberlain, theeasket
to sell out the other half of the the law
offering
is honestly pursued. That The dominant par- nonsense? If they do, we beg them to reA few d ivs ago w as placed upon a funeral ear,
island. Altogether, there i- a sweet mess compromise and escape.
which was
ty has the power to open the sealed volume member that Phillips is the father of all the ahead. We believe that the new
the
had
it a little drain'd vviih black broadcloth and velvet,
Court
before
binds
Municipal
Irealy
with silver fringe, covered by a
in which is written the history of those trans- leading ideas of thn radical party. lie origicanopy surthis country to support Baez in tie Presiden- newsboy, charged with stealing ten cents mounted
by an American eagle, and drawn
actions, and let the people read them, there nated and put forth each successively, and
It
to
worth
*f
was
ids
first
otVenre,
I'V
force
amis.
Grant
we
six
of
black
have
horses
paper'.
with sable plumes and
cy, by
says
It also has the the brethren walked
can no longer he any doubt.
right up to the t. t Vnd
which he was urged by older hoys. He was """'a ing covers "I black broadcloth, and to
gone too far to recede.
it
Which
will
stifle
to
ease.
so
in
this
skill
The industry,
investigation.
power
they will
The I the sir tins of a line i
played by the
This certainly is a lovely prospect. It the the ( hief support ot a widowed mother
band, the procession moved through the prinCan it afford to be otherwise than and brains of the country have aeeumlated
do?
sentence of the court was that lie should Inof
the
interim
make
a
it
negroes
tight, may
cipal street to the I'i! V llall, where the restraightforward and single-hearted? Its property. How easy to divide it with those be an interminable war. The blacks toward sent to the House of lb-formation for nint mains
were deposit d to await their removal
on
the
State
in
who have nothing: And when the brethren
may depend
very supremacy
lo their final resting pi e e in
the end of the last century, held the moun- years !
Peabody, on
If it investi- become
its course in this particular.
again destitute, why divide again ! tains for years
the best of Napoleon's ; Anil, ill llie same time, i! i- reported that Thursday.
against
•u:in\
ip
oi
HiiMin^s ii«mc (|t,- wav wviv
gates, and goes to the bottom of this luisi- Can anything lie move simple ?
troops, with occasional foray- that made the robbers of the Boylston Bank, failing to draped. ami tin'entrance to tlic City I fall was
The premium on colored children is to lie
ness, it may sacrifice some of its leading
owners
of
make
with
the
U Gen.
them exceedingly uncomfortable
shrouded in black and while, while the bal
any compromise
men,— men whose usefulness in the party is ; the next step forward.
Perhaps Congress at Giant
the stolen bonds, have divided the plunder, cony outside was hung with mourning ami
to go through the same expreparing
over, and whose adherence can do it no great this session may find some way of stimulatnational colors interwoven The decorations
J
receiving §72,otto each. It is a remarkable of (lie hall were of 111 rieln -l
perience
and most tastegood. They are mildewed ears, liable to ing this branch of national production.
of
th
state of society, when the guardians
y ful character.
been arranged under
having
blight their wholesome brothers. From the
it is for the interest of the people of towns law
q Mr
deliberately negotiate with acknowl- the superintendent
Henry Brown,
A Vn;<u:oi s Old Corfu:.
In recording that have not received the
facts already brought out, and the temper of
The ceilings and walls
.minimi of State
on the basis of a division of the marine artist.
burglars,
edged
the people of the State, one tiling is pretty something ol' a tramj over the railroad line, bonds that
were entit lv concealed
by draperies of Idaek
they are entitled to. on the equal- tint stolen valuables. But this much is to be
broadcloth and white alpac a ; the walls atul
clear—either these men must be exposed and last tall, we mentioned the first settlers of ization
matter, to look into the doings of considered—that the thieves have control ot
window-, though not entirely covered, are
made to disgorge, or the party that shields Unity. ('apt. Hake]', of this city, a nati\<* of their selectmen.
The commissioners intimate tin' funds, and take care that they are hidden
hung with elaborate mourning lestoons,
them will be held responsible for a gross that town, l as given some fads of interest
wreaths and emblems.
that town officers were sometimes in league beyond mortal ken.
In the center of the
complicity with crime. It can choose be- concerning George Woods and ids wife, win* with the Paper Credit thieves, to divide the
The weather with us has experienced a hall was the catafalque upon which the coffin 'V;,s Ijfaoed
tween tile two.
were among the earliest settlers of Sandy
I’ll..iiopy of this splendid
1,
money appropriated to liny men, and furnish change, and we are having a genuitt"
structure was studded with silver stars, its
There is another aspect of the matter, Stream Plantation, now Unity. Mr. Woods
paper eredifs instead. That would relieve of winter, as tile red cheeks of the blooming massive black-covered bier trimmed with
which is not without its importance. The is now 9:1 years of age, and hut for rheumatic
towns from draft, but would not entitle lliem school-girls
testify, when one meets them on sdve lace, atul its high steps carpeted with
people of certain towns have been robbed of troubles would be slid a man of considerable to equalization bonds, as though men had ac- the street. The recent fall ot snow lias not black -Ystraehan cloth No day-light wasad
large amounts, for which they failed to re- vigor. His mind is unimpaired, and memory tually been put in. Towns that have not re- trodden down—indeed it seldom here gets muted to the mom, but a few gas-jets and
chandeliers and a row of tall candles on each
ceive, and the country failed to receive, any of early events ex client, lie was married ceived the
proper amount of bonds, had bet- I lie genuine country glibness—but lias taken side ol the bier shed a dim and sombre
light
value. Their claims for reimbursement are when 19, his wife being 1(5, and they have ter look
At the back of the catafalup the doings of their town officers upon itself a mushy condition, abhorred of upon th. scene
ignored, while other towns are receiving lived together 7 t years, and had Id children, of 1804.
a
black
ground, appeared in gas
It needs more of the ar- que. upon
men and horses
what they paid out. The claim upon the men of whom 9 are
jets the monogram of
G
1’.' surrounded
living They came to Unity,
and damp at that, to pul the Mill Dam
ticle,
\
We, regret to'announce that l>r. Simonlon
by ray--.
profusion of natural Mowers in
who took their money is good in law, andean in 1797, on horseback, from Standish. and
drive in its best condition.
v
large ase- at i1 bead
lint its enforcement may prove settled on the farm where
be enforced,
they now reside. has been compelled by the state of his health
This weather makes increasing demand
<>I1 Tuesday nftm funeral services, the
to
discontinue
his
suits
contributions
as
unless
to
this
law
within
the
do,
There were then but forty parsons
expensive,
always
paper.
that benevolent city institution known j proe. s-iou form t and e- orb'd
upon
the remains
they can have the powerful aid of a State in- present limits of Unity, lie helped to build A letter from him to that effect will be found as the
11-nises, from which that •• •■•notui to t h rail ; uni
Soup
where
an
depot,
the
outside.
appropriately
Although he is sniveling' eal llttid diet is
vestigation in bringing out evidence. As the first house, a logone, in Thorndike, which upon
dispensed free to all comers. ! decorated ear had been prepared. I he train
from a serious pulmonary difficulty, we trust i
this injustice upon the towns was mainly per- was occupied
by George Dyer and John
The following i- ti e ! ''•on moved oil', amid silence and the reverat the police stations.
petrated by State officials, is it not just that White. Mr. Woods also helped to build the that the forebodings of his letter may prove j bill of fare—
ence of the assembled multitude.
the State should lend its aid in righting these i first road to Belfast, when there were hut two to be not well founded, but that many more
On the arrival of the train at Peabody,
Monday—Mutton soup with rice. In thirty galof
be
in
usefulness
store
for
him.
how
fair-mindfail
to
see
We
Dr.
years
was
stores
here. One of these
maj
any
wrongs?
kept by
lons ol' this soup there is sixteen pounds mutton,
Masthe casket was taken to the Peabody
ed man can decide otherwise.
Hubbard, the owner of the other Mr. \\ oods The articles from the pen of l)r. Simonton I live cups of rice, and a liberal quantity of turnips.
chowder, the recipe for thirty Institute, where the body bn in state until
Tuesday—Kish
*
have
and
have
value,
been
the
commissioners give some does not remember. Altogether this venerable
possessed groat
Although
gallons of which i- twenty-live pounds of fish, one
The closing ..enemies then took
oi potatoes, two dozen pilot crackers, with the Mill.
figures as the average price at. which these eon pic are tine specimens of the old sleek, highly appreciated by the readers of this pa- peck and
onions in proper proportion.
pork
funeral oration being delivered hv
the
place,
paper men sold, and approximate in some which seems to have been made of more en per.
Wednesday—Beef soup with vegetables, contain- Hon. Bober! < Wintlir
!
to thirty
q>
cases to the number disposed of, they do not
ing
between
sixteen
and twenty
gallons,
during materials than people of later generabulge Hoar has been finally and decidedly pounds ot beef, a pei k of potatoes, and turnip- ate!
arrive at the gross sum of the swindle. We tions. We
Inhope the old gentleman may
rejected as Judge of the Supreme Court, by j carrots at discretion.
ells the following story: “When
(Jen (I
Thursday—Same as Monday.
j think, from what can he gathered trom the spared to ride in the ears to thiseity, over tin- the Senate. That is severe
w
wen- cm umped at Pools, ill,- in the winter
upon (frant, j Friday—Same as Tuesday.
less
that
not
than
a
million
dol1
route lie used to follow by spotted trees
report itself,
soup with ship bread, mad, a- ol 1 s*> 1-0-. most of the field and stall'of the
j whose anxiety for his confirmation, and labors onSaturday—Beef
with the addition of ten pounds of; brigade, ill turn,
lars have been robbed from the people of the
gave a party. At one of
through the woods.
! to that end were great. But the Senate, was : stiipWednesday,
bread.
these the lieutenant Col. of the_— New
State by this knavery. The people of the
with
dumpling*.
inexorable. It is said that Mr. Hoar will re- j Sunday—Beef soup
York \ olunteei s intmdueed to us his wife, a
The Third Party is looming up again. A
swindled towns have to pay their heavy naIt. is a curious fact that many of the applimain in the (labinet.
Mne-lo iking lady. I soon after
aery
gave a
tional taxation, direct and indirect, their correspondent of the Lewiston Journal, who
cants for this charity have no business to ap
patty, and om triend, the Lieutenant Colonel
was there w ith his wife.
Tate, the colored diplomat at Washington,
county and State taxes, their ordinary town took a prominent part in the recent State
I, not being sharp
ply, being well enough oil without it—and in such
matters, did not notice that it was
taxes, and upon the whole a further sum to Temperance Convention in that city, declares has gracefully withdrawn from public life, that the eases of
no
bear
destitution
genuine
not the same woman.
But mv wife came to
make good the money paid to these robbers. that the Hichborn men of last year have al- lie informs the Slate department that he has
proportion to those who ask for the sake of me Alter the guests had retired,
boiling over,
We shall watch the proceedings at Augusta, ready received new and large accessions, been removed from office by the revolutionists
have
the
with ‘General, for heaven’s sake, tell me, it
securing a meal for which they
and endeavor to keep our readers posted in and are encouraged to believe that they will, and that they propose to remove him from
The police, ol course, trom in ibis army a Lieutenant Colonel is allowed
means to pay.
two wives, what's the regular allowance for
\\'i
this matter. If an investigation is had, we at the next election, he the party.
existence when they can catch him. their
of the people of their preI earthly
knowledge
a Brigadier General ?’ and as she
spoke every
shall print the details. If it isn’t had, we thought they wouldn’t return like whipped It is said that Sumner shut himself up for a
of
some
the
eases
of
im- hair on
cincts, can detect
|
her head stood up in virtuous indig
shall print the reason why they don’t have it. rebels to the part v ranks
! whole dav and wept
all
flic
but
not
excellence
of
the
nation,'
position.
ilie
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GENERALITIES.
t lie Rockland Free Pres* denies that the BowMidiain Bank Robbers attempted to corrupt a
nson official, and have threatened the lite ot the
Warden.
MPs Jennie ( oil in- writes to the Revolution that
ihi* working-women ot Massachusetts will wear
l-.ive- be tore they will patronize the Fodiceo
Hpany's stuffs for dresses."
!n that costume Jennie would draw a big crowd

spectators.
Vmerican
F'i-wortli
of orltuid. is probably
of
not
Hancock,if
.ninty
is Uhl voar.s old. Her mai

Hu
■

<

11
■

think- Mr-. Luella
tin* oldest person in
in the stall ot Main*
ten name wa- Luella

cipher.
!’ otland

was

affia te 1 by p'.. k-y

F

'-

during the

meral.
been sitbShe had a
>t euriehing lie’ asp :ragn- bed with babies ot
«wn which she strangled for that purpose.

\

m.'gro

»«»r

;

gr.

at

aim

woman

*'

in \ irginia has
the police.

by

m

.Sch. Lillie Anna arrived

Tuesday, from the
ol'fresh cod and haddock for Crosby »fc Lewis, for the supply of the
city and region round about. This firm keeps ves-

Ill New Orleans there is a man of whom the papers say: "He commenced his career as a pirate
10*2 years ago, and now, at the age ot Its:, he is a
dock rat and a river thief."

eastward,

with a

on

large cargo

"Tonight you git or dangle.” is the notice served sels constantly running to and from
by Wyoming vigilance committees.

contractors are at work, whenever the
weather will permit, driving the piles for the railroad across the flats. A large number are in position.
The

business.

The Widows' Wood Society of Portland has distributed this winter OfiS half tons of coal and about
200 tax'ds of wood.
Mr. Oliver Evens, of Alfred, was killed a few
days since, his head having been crushed between
two logs in a saw-mill.

lishing

grounds.

It will be seen by an advertisement in this paper
that the Hay View House, at Camden,is offered for
s;ilo. it is an excellent house, and is doing a tine
The fiftieth birthday of Maine as a State, falls on
the 4th of March next. It is proposed to celebrate
the day in some manner.

t lie

j

Did you know this snow-storm was coining !-"
asked one weatherwisc individual of another, on
Wednesday. “ No—lml 1 see the drift of it now."
Much
tist

religious interest is manifested in the BapSociety of this city, with the prospect of a re-

vival.

A heavy north-cast snow-storm commenced here
on Tuesday afternoon, and continued until mid-day
is
never
lie
of
A gentleman
great experience says
satisfied that a lady understands a hiss, unless he of Wednesday. A large quantity of snow fell,
has it from her mouth.
which drilled badly, blocking up the roads, and

Among the recent patents is one to T. M. Rich- suspending travel. The western mail due on Tues\ eouple of KnglPh naval officers in Portland ardson, of Stockton, for a flooring set.
day night had not arrived tip to Wednesday eveni hey came baek on
ted gailv on a -leigh rid*1,
The Commander of the Cuban forces is Uen..Jor- ing.
w ith their arms full of -leigh-robo-.
simonl in Bros A Co. arc selling their winter
don. a West Point graduate and an ex-Confederate.
industrious man in Fastern Fonneeticiit.
stock at reduced rates, and have a continual rush
owners
San
Francisand
of
The
merchants
ship
11-1 v education wu- neglected has put out a
of the har- of customers.
Loin out whitewashin done co have resolved to resist the Collection
announcing:
bor dues, which they consider unconstitutional,
and they will make a "test case.
CUBAN AFFAIRS.
o;
telegraph- it- temperature to a wonderThe Sherman Steel Works of Bueksport are beIIaa ana. Fell. 7.
w.eld—d 1 degree- below zero on the 4th.
ing incorporated at Augusta. The Paper Credit
about 11 o'clock, four
Hartford Fourant tantalizes it- readers with Steal Works at the
Yesterday
morning,
didn't
ask
capital
any special
Americans. Isaac Grcenwall. llenvy K. Fositroeity : “Have you heard of tin* man who
how did he get shot? He act—they acted like the d—1 on their own hook.
hotv Pot shot *r
ter, Hugh Johnson and Gardiner Wells, all of
j
light 'em."
A heavy shook of an earthquake was felt at Vir- New York, were on their
way to visit a pho\iiother lonely ami miserly man, h aving an iin- ginia city, Nevada, on Saturday. No damage has tograph gallery, intending to have their phodi-d on Wednesday: been reported.
ii-'
amount ot r> a. -t u<
tographs taken, all wearing blue neck ties,
was a native ot < onneetiru: and i- reputed to
The Forty Thieves were pretty expert, but the and when near the Taoon Theatre were
stopworth $100,000.
Paper Credit robbers at Augusta could teach them ped by a mail who pointed to their neck ties
Hulls' and highway r 'bheries are fearfully’ preva- lessons in audacity.
and addressed the men in an excited manner
at in « onneetieui.
none of the party understandA boy lives on border of Oxford and Franklin in Spanish, and
ingenious device for smuggling goods counties. X. H., who weighs three hundred pounds, ing the language no answer was returned.
and can lift one thousand pounds, apparently with The unknown man then lookout a revolver
nit pi,- (distmn 11 oilse ha-been discovered in
...lai planks, about two inches in thick- ease.
and lired upon them, and wounding three
\u- "ill and elo-eiv packed with cigars;
I lie mnn that went down from Jericho ana fell of them, Grcenwall, Foster and Johnson, seth.ii-and lim specimens of the weed
...
i.
d thu- concealed.
u.
.mi
among thieves, was like the State of Maine in the verely. 'The two latter are in a precarious
Wells, who was unhurt, ran for
hands of the Paper credit bandits. The Priests condition.
v.. til by gas. exploded durm. Pu
of men followed and raisand the Levites of the radical parly have passed his life. A number
.n m M a i l' ii. ('onii., bursting the
ed the cry of “stop him,” but he escaped.
her
and
left
her
to
suffer
The
bv,
Good
unpitied.
tlii.'i'
hh'Wing out the windows,
The wounded men were badly treated by the
al arsons. The curiosity of the Samaritan will appear when the Democracy get crowd which
gathered around them. The
into power.
1; net* was fully satisfied.
man who fired the shots disappeared immeThe. Secretary of the Treasury asks Congress diately after, and it is not known whether he
u- Ohio householder was waked up the
nigh: by an alarm "I burglars, got out bis gun. for an appropriation of SCbn to complete the Cus- was a volunteer or not. The declarat ions of
House at Castillo.
tom
•<; in»m tL
w 'ii'low and ruined a pair of bis best
the parties and of witnesses to the affair are
user- that were hopping on a clothes-line.
"Now Barahhas was a robber,” says St. Luke. now
being taken by legal authorities in the
,i• -d
r* port
from l>r Livingstone, the Can any student of the Bible inform us whether presence of the U. S. Consul General.
i
The
m
eNplu-'i. is to lie- 'tleit that tin natives Barahhas was ever in the paper credit business?
indignation of the Captain-General at the
He has called on the
tin- nterior taking him fur a w izard n: .very
A minister gratefully acknowledged the gift of outrage is very great.
*ii! kind. *■ .rued him alive.
two pints of skim milk" at a donation party. The Chief-Justice and other leading officers of the
( ongregationalist thinks there wasn't much cream law to use every means to discover the
percounties of N, w Y.irk sent lo that
.ioke.
►***•-•> *'
N .'i Jli of peppermint to market last
petrator and abettors of the deed.
year.
>

■

The fiendish atrocities perpetrated by the
negroes in Tennessee have become unbearable and have driven the people to the unpleasant necessity of inflicting summary punishment. hoping thereby to check the saturnalia of blood that pervades many counties
in the State. Certain portions of Wilson
county have been long infested with a pestiferous set of outlaws who have been stealing,
pillaging and committing all sorts of heinous
outrages. Among them are a number of
desperate negroes, who, too indolent and
trifling to work hard, resorted to stealing and
pillaging as a means of subsistence. These
outrages have become so frequent, and were
perpetrated with so much audacity, as to become insupportable.
A short time since two
negro men, named respectively Jerry Young
and Bob White, stole some horses and a lot
of cotton from various parties, and were finally arrested and placed in jail tor further
examination: when it became known that
these desperate characters, who had so long
•scaped detection, had at last been overtaken by justice, a party of thirty men,
disguised,
forced their way into the jail, took the two
men therefrom, carried them to a place known
as Ashworth's Glade, where they
hung them
to a limb, and left them. Although the transaction is deplored, the inhabitants find that it
serves to cheek materially the
evil-doings of
the desperate characters who infest the entire
region. In Huntingdon county, also, recently, five negroes killed a young man by the
name of Coleman, for no just cause whatever :
burnt various fodder stacks, and attempted
to burn several dwelling-houses. They were
pursued, captured, and confessed not only to
the crime they were directly charged with,
but to various other deeds of violence. They,
too, were seized by a mob and shot. Deplorable as such events are, the citizens all aver
that it is their only means of
safety.
This is the latest story from Paris: M.
Blanc, a millionaire, who came within an
ace of being elected
deputy, was returning
from Burgundy by a night train. A lady,
young and pretty,.occupied the same compartment. Now M. Blanc, who, in spite of
ids naturally small feet, tries to make them
smaller still, was suffering terribly from tight
boots. All at once ho noticed that the lady
was asleep and he could
just as well take oil'
his boots, which he did. Suddenly the station lights began to appear in sight. One
boot is quickly put on, but the other, alas !
does not go on so easily, lie pulls and
pushes; finally the foot goes in, but is terribly pinched. Once at the station, M. Blanc
hides himself in a cab, and thinks his troubles at an end. When ho reaches the house,
imagine his surprise at finding his right foot
in a lady’s boot. The lady had been in a similar situation with himself. Madame Blanc
refuses to believe a word ot his story; she
cries, goes into hysterics, and finally returns
to her father,
refusing to hold any communication with her unfortunate husband. But
think of the reception accorded to the lady
of (iie train when her husband saw her predicament !

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

>

A
to the editor of this
of
aminer o< the
of that State.

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must
bepaid/or.]
In Waldo, .Jan. 31st, Joshua Thompson, aged 85.
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HALL,

THE WELL KNOWN

Owing to
Esq., the
quire of
lm3l

SO

HOUSE,
landlord, Win. Johnson,

sale,

For particulars inLATH LEY RICH,
Commercial St., Boston, Mass.

Farm for Sale at Auction.
Farm for sale in North Searsport. 48 acres
of laud, divided between pasturo, till.igo and
wood lots. (Jor d buildings, house new. Situated 1-2 mile from Black’s Corner. Good OrTerms—$300 cash down, the remainder as the

purchaser desires.
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chopping
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doin’**

^POKESf

on

25,000.00

ASSETS.

23,750,W

Cash

on

Loans
83,375.00
9,600,00

hand and in Bank,
Bond and Mortgage,

on

1Iena)>

hand,

for putting out fires, &c.
A certified copy of the

tion,

(being first

Total Assets,

41,554.56
6

936.85

1 916.83
29 942.32

$4*2 888.03
443,900.00
179,600.00
784,000 Oo
IQ 500.00
73

600*00

14,947.14
26,656

00

4,222.90
04 ^47 53

8,7‘M.H6
41,500.00

$1,630,590.46

LIABILITIES.
Losses Unadjusted,
Net

*445.44

l,50o!w

24,460.00

Assets

$1,656,130.46

New York, January 1st, 1870.
CARLISLE NORWOOD, President.
JOHN C. MILLS, Secretary.
ZOPHAR MILLS, Vice-President.
COX & FIELD. Agents,
3w30
Belfast, Maine,

un-
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Charter

amended, accompanied

a

claim

a

foreclosure of

the

same.

SAMUEL

By

James

B. Murch, his Attorney.

BANKRUPTCY

Act ol Incorporaprevious statement.
or

State of New York,
l
City and County of New York, ss. \
MARTIN, President, and JOHN II.

CLARK.
;$wv:o

NOTICES.

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
next Court of

for the County ot
THEWaldo,l\ will be heldBankruptcy,
at Belfast, February 22, 1870. at

o'clock,

M.
PETER THACHER.
CHARLES
Register 5th District, Maine.
WASHBURN, Secretary of the Home Insurance ComBelfast,
Dec.
1*1,
1809,
tf21
pany being severally and duly sworn, depose and say,
and each lor himself says, that the loregoing is a true,
full and correct statement of the atf.iirs of the said Cor- District Court of the United ;
In Bankruptcy.
States. District of Maine.
$
poration, and that they are the above described officers
thereof.
(HIARLES J, MARTIN, President.
In the matter of LEWELIN EMERY, co
partner of
.1. H. WASHBURN, Secretary.
the lirm ot Emery Sc Newton, bankrupts,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of
rruils IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a
petition has been
THOMAS F. GOODRICH,
| January. A. L), is;o.
JL presented to the Court, on the second day of Feb
Notary Public.
ruary, A. L>. 1809, by Lewelin Emery of Frankfort, iu
SAWYER & STAPLES, Agents,
said District, a bankrupt, praying that lie
might We deI
Belfast, Maine.
creed tohuve a full discharge from all his debts,
provable
under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual and as a
MAINE.
copartner in the firm ot Emery & Newton, consisting of
the petitioner and one David It. Newton; upon which uu
yjTAl'EMENT OK THE CONDITION ol the 1N- order of notice in the Republic -ti Journal and the Rock
TEIJNATIONAI, INSURANCE COMl’ANY, of laud Free Press, issued, returnable before the Court in
j the City of Now York, on the 3i9t of December, 18GU. Portland, on the first Monday ol July, A. D. 1809; which
", ho name ot
turnin'.-

New York.

this Company ia
■n.ern.itlonul in.
It Is located in the City of
Company.

The amount of its
The amount of its

Capital Stock is
Capitul Stock paid up is

The Assets of the

Company

are as

i Cash on hand and in the hands of
!
Agents and other persons,
Real Estate unincumbered,

j

follows

:

$526,500

U. S. Ten-Forty
value,

Bonds,

U. S. Six Per Cent.

Thirty-Year

Bonds,

$500,000.00
500,000.00

$76,290.01
None,

Bonds owned by the Company
to wit:
L. S. Five Twenty Bond-, par

value,

THE

■■

STATEMENT

73.500.W

The greatest amount insured on any one risk is $75,ooo, but will not as a general rule exceed $10,000.
The Company has no general rule as to the amount allowed to be insured in any city, town, village or block,
bring governed in this matter, in each case, by the general character ot buildings, width of streets, facilities

*.

f,

ti23

OV THE CONDITION OF THE
LOBILLARD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
of the city of New
York, on the 31st of December, ls69.

$119,867.83 TT7TIEREAS NATHAN CLARK of Freedom, in the
▼ V
County ot Waldo, on the sixth day of fceptem
unpaid,
520.00 her, A. D. 1850, by his deed of mortgage of that date,
Amount of Dividends either of cash or
scrip,
mortgaged to me and Hannah Clark, my late wife, who
declared not yet due,
was then in lull life but since d»
ceased, a certain parcel
Amount ot ail other existing claims against
of land, situated in said Freedom, and said
mortgage is
Liu- Company,
recorded in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, book 151,
page %, reference thereto may be bad for a particular deTotal amount of Losses, Claims and Liascription of said land, and whereas the conditions ot
bilities.
$120,387.83 said mortgage have been broken, by reason whereol 1

..

II

lOl.OW.OO

paid.

28, 1870.

1

GEO. 0. BAILEY.
Belfast, Dec. 14,1869

528,338 00

Amount ol Losses incurred, and in process
of adjustment,
Amount of Dividends declared and due and

—

Company,

50,000.00
59.WO.OO

LIABILITIES.
Amount of Losses adjusted, due and

HAYFORD HALL, BELFAST,

Feb.

taken the store formerly occupied
by F. A. Knowlton, at the foot of Main street, and is opening an entire
new stock, which will be sold at
prices to suit the times.

10,320.00

$4,516,368.46

Masquerade Ball,
Monday Eve,

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES, &c.
Greo. O. Iiailey,
has

OOO.Oo

Items.
Amount Due for Premiums on Policies issued at Office (Fire and Inland)
Amount of Bills Receivable for Premiums
on Inland Navigation Risks.
&c.,
Interest due on 1st January, 1870,

L. T, CARTER.

C. C. Carey, Auctioneer.

NEW GOODIE

Property,

MA

chard.

7*

Loans on Stocks payable on demand,
United States 5-20 Registered Bonds,
Bonds,
16,590.50
10-40
Amount of Hank Stooks market value,
138,100,00 Nt w York State Stocks,
Amount of Loans on Bonds and
Accrued
Interest on Bonds and Mortgages,
Mortgages '|
being the first lien of record on Unihcum- ( 4i.,
(since paid),
bered Real Estate, worth at least
$3,753,f M00,91i>.W Accrued Interest on U. S. and State Stock.
900, rate of interest 7 per cent.
J
(since paid),
Amount of Loans on Stocks, and
Accrued Interest on
Bonds,)
Temporary Loans, (since
payable on demand, the market value of > 4U« 675.00
P«»d).
sccuiities pledged, at least $621,509.50.
)
Reai Estate.
Amount of Steamer Magnet and wrecking
Premiums l npaid, (Since
paid),
apparatus,
35,740.27 Premiums In hands of Agents, (since paid,,
Amount of Other
Miscellaneous

CAMDEN.

the death of the late
above house is for

3o

WGive us a call. Satisfaction warranted. RememABAC’S Fashionable Hair Dressing Rooms
Main and High streets, (up stairs) over Dr.
Moody’s Drug Store.
3mos24
ber— S.

I

County Bonds, market value,
of Queens
County
Bonus, market value,
Amount of Richmond County
Bonds, market value,
Amount of Brooklyn City
Bonds,
Amount of Alabama bonds,
Amount
of South Carolina

SHAVING AND HAIR .DRESSING ROOMS

corner

13,000.00

Amount

FOR SALE.

AT

Bonds,

per cent., market value,
Ain’t of Rhode Island Bonds,
6 per cent., market value,
Amount of California Bonds,
7 per cent., market value,
Amount of Connecticut Bonds,
market value,
Amount of N. Y. City and

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY Evenings, Feb. 23, &24,
The Entertainment will consist of a Drama, Public
Reading, a general variety cf Amusements, Refreshments, &c. A lull programme will be published in the
next issue of this paper.
PER ORDER.
Belfast Feb. i). 1870.

VIEW

Tennessee

6 per cent., market value,
Amount of Wisconsin Bonds,
6 per cent., market value,
Amount of Illinois BoDds, 6

ENTERTAINMENT.

BAY

of

course

value,
$206,425.00 1
Amount of U. S. Bonds, G-20,
i 1 490 37*
market value,
S
1,285,953.75
Amount of Missouri Bonds 6
per cent., market value,
21,720.00
]
Amount of N. Carolina Bonds,
j
6 per cent., market value,
5,482,50 I

PUBLIC LEVEE

Universalist Society of Belfast, will hold
Levee and Social Entertainment at

1st day of Jan., 1870,

transmission,

Sch Mary Farrow, Condon, Boston.
SAILED.
Feb 5th Sells D K Arey, Ryan, Boston; Gen Meade.
Cunningham, do ; W T Emerson, Dow, Orland.
7th Sell H Curtis, Richardson, Havana.

The

in

AUAU having wholly refurnished his

g

Main and High
stroets,(up stairsjover Dr. Moody’s
Drug Store, would call the attention of the public to tho
changes and improvements lie has made.
$2,000,000.00
Bay Rum free to all.1
2,395,980.63
j
Clean Towel to every customer]
$4,395,980.63
Rich and Poor served alike.
Nfeatness and Dispatch is our miotto.
Special attention given to Ladiles’ and Chil*239 156 13 dren’s work.
^
A full assortment of Perfumes,
Hair', Oil and Pomades, foreign aud American, and all Fancy Goods of the
40 769.31 trade constantly on band. Prices to suit the
times.

Amount of U.S. Registered and
Coupon Stock 1881, market

Feb 7th

IIAYFORD

and

ROOMS

corner

Company actually paid

ASSETS.
Amount of cash in Continental
National Bank, N. Y.,
Amount of cash in hands of

following

-•

AND LOCATION.

Total amount of capital and surplus,

PORT OF

SOCIAL

HAIR DRESSING

IN THE STATE.

CAPITAL.

1)1 KI)

pap“r.der22.

THE MOST FASHIONABLE

of this

Tho capital of said
up in cash, is
1 he surplus on the

alleged'that,

1

of the condition of the HOME INof New York, on tho 1st
made to tho Insurance ExState of Maine, pursuant to the statute

Company is the Home Insurance Company, incorporated in 1853, and located in
the City of New York.
name

Room in City Block, over Inane Allard’s
storo.
tho JoHrnal °m«eAPPty <o the editor

Belfast, Dec.

A.

NAME

The

this

ol

istf23

SURANCE COMPANY,
STATEMENT
D. 18/0,
day
January,

MARRIED.

SHIP

Room to LetrpiIE

paper.

Dec. 13, 1869.

In South Thomaston, Feb. 5th, by Asa Coombs, Esq.
Mr. Franklin S. Wade and Miss Fannie A. Brown, both
of South Thomaston.

A motto for the Legislature—
Jonathan -1 nness. da. ,.f By,.
[[.. who
-AX“We spoil the spoiler as we may.
m tin- !sf instant. aged 77. was in some reAn astounding and surprising story is told
And trom the robber rend his prey.”
ts a remarkable man.
[hiring his life-time he j
a
N.
Y.
World
by
correspondent concerning
O'
r bt
n
sixty mi Jo* from home, never Let them go at the Paper Credit thieves.
the Port Jervis National Bank. The officers
in tie
,.r* .'ini .me
m-ver missed a Mate or
—ON
Grant
seems to be a man of no resources whatof the institution, which was robbed a few
-I-*'
-in,-*
became a voter, and never
ever.
Il has probably never occurred to him that weeks
are represented as
waiding tin- eight-day family-clock every
since,
leaving
negoif lie can gel rid of Robeson in no other way he can
ling for more than forty years. The
tiated with the thieves for the return of $23,[ Lou. Courier-Jour. 000 of the stolen bonds
i:h 'fane* *ay* that he will he consigned do ii by abolishing the navy.
tiie
upon
payment of
n\
Under the auspices and for the benefit of
...
aring tin* *aim* pair of stockings
The professional thieves of India, it is said, can certain
the
w! mi married, lift)-four years ago.
percentage. It is
HMNUIACIXOA ESI CHUTE CO. AO. 5,
\\ e learn Irom the Kocklaml rrec Press
steal the sheet from under a man while lie-lies asleep. President of the
bank, after using every ef!'••**. tile negro editor of the Little Book
that at tlic annual meeting of the North Knox
But the Augusta Paper ('redit thieves discount their fort to secure the
COMMITTEE OE ARRANGEMENTS.
burglars, received a letter
m o
ah a -»*11iii:
»n-! 1--rahle property that
and Horticultural Society, the
East India brethren. They professed to sell men, from a prominent
T.. D. Woodward,
Ciias. 11. Mitchell,
i,»*• own. has gum ,,ti his travels with the proattorney in New York, Agrieultural
officers
were
chosen
for
the
ensuH.
S. Mersey.
Wm. F. Washui kn,
a.i
i\.rg'-d ieemnim-mlatiiius from \arious and the buyers found they had nothing hut paper, stating that the town bonds could be negoWM.
J.
Wm. F. Bean,
Colburn,
:.iiw‘nt men n his pockets.
tiated for and procured by means of the lat- ing year: Xalh’l Alford, Hope, President;
and stolen at that.
A. C. Bukuf.ss,
0. U. Boon,
Wm. Gleason, Union, Secretary; George
ter's
in
efforts,and
Wm.
M.
to
this
Uai.i..
m
information
w;i,•,
th- w.xHlbhe- twii.eth," X the
response
George Alfred Townsend speaks ol Mr. Delmar,
D.
B.
Treasurer;
Warren,
Creighton,
Ilisbee,
the
President
1
visited the lawyer, stating to
’•
IX: aiivlhing I hat i<
i-14
Utterly lost, well known for his connection with certain conWarren, W. Ilawes, Union, Josiah Hobbs, Music by HALL’S BAND, of Boston.
!'•
d
He
\\ ith a
!•• d ji i*t m i*ler in Aliihi- torted statistics, as “an ardent little gentleman be- him that he had come not only prepared to
WM. If. WHIDDEN, Prompter.
,J. S, Gushee, Appleton, W. McDowell,
10
that
brine
race
which
Pliaroah failed to
Hope,
longing
for
the
town
but
for
all
the
bonds,
negotiate
l nolo xant’s lnoimv.
capture as it crossed the Red Sea.”
securities that had been stolon. This infor- Washington, Aron 1). Wiley, Appleton, W.
Geo. P. Reymond, v> Chambers Street, Boston, will be
-;
at the New England House, Belfast, a lew
li'iit <a\ A atos eaim i nWords that burn—rejected communications.
days before
mation resulted in a proposition from the B. Robbins, Hope, II. G. McCurdy, Washing- the
"'i
t>i" other day **1 ..king for all-the
"tat
dance, with a variety ot Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
Vice Presidents; Silas Hawes, Union,
ton,
thieves
to
return
the
town
and
Government
It is an extraordinary fact that nine-tenths of all
which will be furnished at reasonable rates.
Costumes,
.! in had Ie*• -n fighting tom eats all night,
No person will be admitted to the tloor of the hall
1
bonds tor twenty per cent, of their value. James Creighton, Warren, Trustees.
patented inventions turn out worthless.
had get the word of it."
to dance, unless .Masked and in Costume.
Ladies in
Infused with the hope of procuring the stolen
full
Ball Dress will be considered in Costume.
a
how
of bond* stolen fr-mi a house in Westbrook
to treat them,” is the title
"Beggars, and
At the annual meeting of the Warren Manit is said the bank officers finally
Gentlemen will be furnished with carriages for their
treasure,
of an article in the Kennebec Journal. Can't it
r. have
ell fm .id in the hand* of a New
held on the iOth nil., Ladies, to and from the hall, upon application to the
concluded to accede ; asecond interview was ufacturing
give a dissertation on the subject of "Paper Credit
Committee, free of charge.
h broker, and re, ,»v, ivd by thu owner.
held, and to their surprise the burglars said— the following gentlemen were chosen direcThieves, and how to treat them"
• ha*. |!
IMM TICKET*. $9 50.
w hidden !»: be. •! appointed i\> Hector
“If you want those bonds you can have them tors for the ensuing year: Albert Johnson of
John Fogler of South Hope; M. M. Doors open an : 1-2 o’clcck. Dancing to commence at
I In- ship Kendrick Fish, of Thomaston, was de- for
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percent on the town bonds Camden;
s 1 2 o’clock.
stroyed by tire at Callao. Peru, on the night of tic* and fifty per edit, on the Government bonds.” Richards of Waldoboro’; Win. O. Fuller ot
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ho \' il
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row all saved.
discovered that the}- had been trap- Kocklaml: 1 bourns P, Burgess of AVarren :
Dancers are requested to GO IN AT THE SOUTH
Hoar mg I wn the » i.inbe.-i.in i ri\or.
Having
iVnn.,
F. X. Crawford of Warren: A. H. Hodsdon EN TRANCE. Spectators’ Tickets will be found at
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!
rail w« n upset durin**- 1
night. >n
ped by tin1 heathen, Lin* officers determined
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"d all were drown, d. ex, opt one child.
bu !t wa-n’l a very big thing on ice.
to make the best of the circumstances and of Warren.
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derived from the use
hdv o'M negro.-s f.mght at the battie of New
( apt. E. II. Iferriman, sailed from Portland for
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by
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from
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Piles. I used ed
f.r j I*1 u i -li* for
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victory won by Jordan over Puello on
to the late
helping knock old Bark- lie will be absent
or to the firm of Pote & Prescott, are
about six weeks.
the 1st of January. It appears that after the everything to no purpose, until I found tire Lozen- requested to firm,
'■nghaiu out of time.
call at the store of G. P. Pote, ilayford
ges : in less than a month L was cured, and have
and settle, as the books will be
retreat of Puello the victorious Gubans
Block,
kept there until
im relapsing fever is tin* latest
The steamer Katahdin left Boston on
to
purresort
to
only
them when costiveness returns, the first of
disorder that
Saturday sued and harassed the li
M. E. POTK,
April.
ving columns of the and always find instant relief. S. O. Neal. For
a on* tJiis
H. DUNBAR, Jit.
country. We hope the paper credit night, having been delayed by stormy weather, and
Belfast. Dec. 29, 1Sf»9.
enemy until the latter reached Arroyo Hondo, sale at N >. 1 Tremout Temple, Boston, bv E. A.
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won t get it. and go i,»
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stealing again.
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when
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under
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escaped.
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from death. They also sav that about liftv
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to
reclaim his drunk- be short.
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that
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or
any
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1.25 to 0.00 Clear Salt Pork,
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Yellow Ash Wanted.
QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from 30 to
40 feet long, to be hauled during the winter. Apply

^VTOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the copartner
ship existing under the style of HALLS AN I.
COOPER” is dissolved by limitation. All persons hav
Ing unsettled accounts with the above concern arc re
quested to call and settle the same immediately.
WM. II. HALL,
C. J. HALL,
M. R. COOPER.
3w31
Belfast, February 1,1S70.

par

106,000
'15,000

New York Couniy Bonds,
Virginia State Bonds,
Alabama State Bonds,

6,000
3;, luo
13,000

2

order, an inspection ot the record ot said case show* not
to have been complied with ; and it now
appearleg upon
a further petition ot said
bankrupt that the petitioner
endeavored in good faith to obey the order oi Court,
and believed that he had done so, and that the failure to
comply therewith was wholly tlie result of accident and
inadvertence; upon now reading, upon this twentyniuth day of January, A. D. 1870, said
petition lor discharge anew.
It is Ordered by the Court that a
hearing be had
upon the same on the lirst Monday ot April, A. D.
1S70, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at lo
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published iu
tin Rockland Free Press and the
Republican Journal,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at
said time and place, and shew cause, if any
they have,
why the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
JwJl
Clerk of District Court for said District.

District Court of the United l
States. District of Maine.
j In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of JOSEPH L.
Bonds,
100,000
URANN, bankrupt.
South Carolina Bonds, new,
20,000
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That a Petition bus
been presented to the Court this second
day ot FebI
$1,023,600
A. D. 1870, by Joseph L. Urann, of SullivaD, In
ruary.
Market Value,
$1,090,771.25 said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be deLoaned on Bond and Mortgage, being the
creed to have a full discharge from all his d bts,
provafirst lien on unincumbered Real Estate,
ble under the Bankrupt Act, and
upon reading said peworth
double
the
amount
loaned,
I
8,000.00 tition,
Debts otherwise secured,
I r is Ordered by the Court that a
150,400.00
hearing be had upDebts for Premiums,
on the same, on the lirst
12,059^05 the
Monday ol May, A.D. 1870, before
All other Securities,
Court in Portland, in said District, at 10 o’clock, A.
15'877186
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
Total Assets,
$1,353,398.17 American and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed m said District, once a week for three weeks, and
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other
LIABILITIES.
persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
Amounts due or not due to Bunks or other
and show cause, if any they have,
creditors,
why the prayer of said
None.
should not he granted.
\VM. 1*. PREBLE,
Losses adj usted and due,
None! Petition
3w.U
Clerk of District Court lor said District.
Losses adjusted and not due,
4,553.45*
Losses adjusted and
y
Losses in suspense waiting for further >
153,653.88 District Court ok the United ) r%, n
Bankruuh \
>
proof,
States. District of Maine.
)
All other Claims against the Company,
20,695.93
In the matter of JOSEPH EMERY, Bankrupt.
Total Liabilities,
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition has
$178,903.28
been presented to the Court, this :*7th day of No
The greatest amount insured in
any one
vember, A. D. 1869, by Joseph Emery, of Rockland, In
$30,000.00 said District, a bankrupt, praying that he maybe de„„ri-sk.
1 he greatest amount alllowed by ]
No arbitrary rule, creed to have a lull
discharge from all his debts provable
the rules ot tlte Company to be I Are governed entire- under the
Bankrupt Act, individually and as a copartuer
insured in uuy ono city, town! ly
by a prudent re- ot the tirm of Elisha Brown and Company, consisting of
or village,
\ gard for the character the petitioner, Elisha Brown and Leverett G. Hull; aud
The greatest amount allowed tobe I of the risk,
upon reading said petition,
insured In any one block,
J
It is Ordered that a hearing be had upon the same
on the first
Monday of xYpril, A. I>. 1870, before the
State of New York,
Court in Portland, in said District, at lu o clock A. M..
j
County ot New York, ss. I
and that notice thereof be published in the Rockland
George \V. Savage, President, and William J. Hughes, Free Press and Republican Journal, newspapers printed
Secretary, of the International Insurance Company, ot in said District, once a week tor three weeks, aud that
the citv ot New York, being duly
sworn, depose and all creditors who have proved their debts and other pi rsay, that the foregoing is a lull, true and correct state- sons interested, may appear at said time and place, and
ment ot the affairs of the said Company, that the said show cause, if
any they have, why the prjwer of said peInsurance Company is the bona tide owner of ut least tition should not be granted.
VVM. P. PREBLE,
one hundred thousand dollars of actual cash
3w‘J9
Clerk District Court lor said District.
Incapital
vested in State and United States Stocks and Bonds, or
In Bonds and Mortgages of real estate, unincumbered District Court ok the United )
Central Park

Improvement

Loan

|

THIS

THIS

and

worth double the amount for which the same is
and that they are the above described otlicers of said Insurance Company.
GEO. W. SAVAGE, President. ?
WJI. ,J. HUGHES, Secretary.

mortgaged;

States.

j

District ot Maine.

v
Ix

bankri l’lnr,

In the matter of DAVID B. NEWTON, Copartner of
the firm of Emery .Sc Newton, Bankrupts.
f I1HIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition
having
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of Jan- X been presented to the Court, on the second day of
David B. Newton of Winter
February, A. D. 1869,
As witness, my hand and official seal.
uary, 1870.
in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that he
THOMAS I,. THORN ELL, Notary Public,
might
be decreed to have a lull discharge lrom all his debts,
SAWYER &
provable under the Bankrupt Act, both as an individual
and as a copartner in the tirm ot
& Newton, con
■’w31
Belfast, Maine,
sisting of the petitioner and Lewelin Emery; upon
which an order of notice in the Republican Journal uml
of the annual statement of the Rockland Free Press, issued, returnable before the
the NATIONAL INSURANCE
COMPANY, of Court in Portland, on the first Monday in July, A. D
Boston, Mass., on the 1st ol January, 1870, to the State 1869, which order on inspection of the record of said
of Maine.
case shows not to have been complied with ; and it now
upon a further petition of said Bankrupt,
Stock of said Company,
$300,000.00 the petitioner endeavored in good faith to obey the orin.
der
of
the
actually paid
Court, and believed that he had done so, and
300,000.00
Amount of existing risks under written
that the failure to comply therewith was wholly ttie re
by
said Company,
of
suit
accident
and inadvertence, upon now
23.650.015.00
reading
upon this
day ol January, A. D. 1870, said
Amount of premium notes held by said
for
discharge anew,
petition
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
Company,
87.930.00
Amount ol accrued profits 6n Income,
3 tk58.32 upon the same, on the first Monday of April, A. D, ls7o,
The funds ol the Company are Invested
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at lu
as follows—
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in
In U. S. bonds or securities,
97,377.50 the Republican Journal and the Rockland Free Press,
In State, County and Municipal
newspapers printed in said District, once a week, for
securities,
In Railroad and other Corporation securithree weeks, and that all creditors who have proved
ty
;hcir debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
00,432.50
Til Bank, Railroad and other
mid time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
Corporation
stock,
307,007.00 ,vliy the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
In Mortgages of real estate,
WM. P. PREBLE,
30.000.00
In Notes secured by collaterals,
3w30
Clerk of the District Court for said District.
3,000.00
In Notes secured he endorsers and
sureties,
90,992.30
In Real Estate,
None.
District Court of the United / ,
n
In Money,
bankruptcy.
67.72L35
States. District of Maine.
In other assets,
55 118.40
In the matter of JOSEPH F. HALL, Bankrupt,
Total assets.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
$0*3 710 00
COX & FIELD, Agent,
been presented to the Court this fourteenth day of
W
lanuary, A. D. 1870,
Joseph F. Hall, of
Belfast, Maine.
n said District, a bankrupt, praying that he
may be dt
reed to have a full discharge from all his
debts, prova
de under the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a
part
ler ol the following named
firms, to wit: McClure &
railroad sleepers want- i ’o., the other member whereof was James
McClure;
jt"
ed. Having contracted for 40,000, lohnson, Hall & Co., the other members whereof were
we now offer the balance to citizens
adjoining the line I. II. Johnson, and Ansel Lothrop; McClure, Lothrop
on the following terms, if
t Co., the other members whereof were
applied for immediately—
Benjamin W.
Cedar 40 cents each; Ilacmetac 38 cents each; Yellow
.othrop, and James McClure: Hall, Lothrop & Co., the
Ash 38 cents each ; of the following demensions : 9 feet 1 >ther member whereof was
Benjamin W. Lothrop, and
0
inches
0
inches
thick.
long,
taco,
1 ipon reading said petition.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to C. H.
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their 1 ipon the same, on the first
of April, A. D.
office in Belfast.
870, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
The whole of the above sleepers will be paid for on
0 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published
the 15th day of the month succeeding their
delivery al- n the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Jour
ter inspection and acceptance by the chief engineer
1 ml,
printed in said District, once a
newspapers
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors.
veek for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
iroved their debts anil other persons in interest, may apWe hereby agree to guarantee the prompt
payments >ear at said time and place and show cause, if any they
oi the above deliveries iu accordance with the terms of
lave, why the prayer of said Petition should not be
the advertisement.
A. HAYFORD
WM. P. PREBLE,
'ranted.
President B. & M. L. R. R,
3w'H)
clerk of District Court for said District.
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I THINK OF THEE.
l-'lJOM Till-: HERMAN.

I think of time
When erst the showers,
Of springtide wake the sleeping flowers.
When birds are singing on the lea.
And the shimmering sunlight gilds the sea.
When thou of me?
1 think of tlice
In the twilight gray,
By the shaded fount, whose ceaseless play
Falls on tnv ear like a silver bell,
Or a voice beloved, as it breathes “farewell."
Where thou of me?
I think of thee
With a sweet, sad pain,
With timid longing to meet again,—
Yet in thy truth I calmly rest,
A- a child that sleeps oti its mother’s breast.
How thou of me?
0 think of me
Til! yon bright Heaven,
Receives our souls, by Christ forgiven,
And angel hands our forms array.
In that glorious realm of perfect day.
And I of thee.
MRS. M. W. It.

Belfast. Feb. IsTO.

WHO WILL CARE.
Who will care?
When \\ e lay beneath the daisies,
t’nderncath the churchyard mould.
And the long grass o'er our faces
Lays it lingers damp and cold;
When we sleep from care and sorrow.
And the ills of earthly life—
Sleep, to know no sad tomorrow.
With its bitterness of strife.
Who will care?
Who will care?
Who will come to weep above us,
Lving, oh! so white and still,
(nilerncath the skies of summer.
When all nature’s pulses thrill.
To a new life glad and tender,
Full of beauty, rich and sweet.
All the world is clad in splendor
That the years shall e’er repeat—
Who will care?

THE BANGOR MURDERER CONFESSES.
now in jail in llangor.
awaiting his trial for shooting Mrs. Atwood,
his paramour, has explained to a reporter his I
motives in committing the crime. He says
that he was very much attached to Mrs. Atwood, and that she reciprocated his affection
till a short time ago. The}- were to be married as soon as the woman could obtain a diSome time since
vorce from her husband.
Lawrence heard that she had formed other
that she grew cold
; acquaintances and saw
toward him. Her new associates wore better
clothes than he, and she was reported assaying that she “did not like his style." Lawrence says:
“After 1 had treated her so well and we
had been together so long, 1 thought it was
confounded hard for her to go back on me in
that way; and 1 made up my mind that if I
couldn't have her. nobody else should."
i
Reporter—“When did you make up your
rnind to commit the horrid deed?"
Lawrence—“I had pondered over it for
some time, but did not fully determine on it
till Sunday afternoon, a few hours before I
shot her."
Reporter—“It is reported and generally
believed that you were drunk, or at least under the influence of liquor, when you committed the homicide. But I saw you on the
street Saturday and Sunday before the murder; you were well dressed and did not appear to me to beat all excited by liquor.”
Lawrence—“That is the fact. Liquorjiad
nothing to do with the immediate execution
of the crime. The'demons of jealousy and
revenge had taken posession of me.”
Reporter— Was there any one present m
the room when you committed the deed ?"
Lawrence “When 1 went into the room I
As 1 entered 1
saw no one but an old lady.
thought I heard some one. run into the bedroom.
I asked the old lady where Elmira
(Mrs. Atwood’s Christian name) was. Sin; said
that she had gone out; T didn't believe it. and
went to the bedroom door, opened it, and
found Elmira, there.”
Reporter—“But you didn’t shoot her in
that defenceless condition ?"
Lawrence—“lres; I drew my pistol, after
asking her to speak to me, and tired. She
screamed and begged for mercy."
Reporter—“Mrs Atwood said, the day before she died, that she struggled with you,
after you fired theTirst shot, and that she got
the wound in her hand from having hold of
the muzzle of the pistol when you discharged
the second shot. She also stated that she
snatched the weapon from your hand—that
it fell on the floor, but that you got posession
of it'again before she could secure it
Lawrence—“That is pretty near the truth.
She fought well for life, but could not save

Lawrence, who is

ANOTHER CLERICAL SCANDAL.
LFrom

(Ind.) Telegram, Jan. US.j
Another canting villain who has used the
liv cry of Heaven to serve the devil in, has
come to grief, and now looks through the
bars of Ballenger’s jail, at Centerville, awaiting trial for the murder of the victim of his
lusts. Without friends tolind excuses for his
villainy, and evidently not familiar with the
modern means of dodging justice, he does
not deny that he led an innocent girl to her
ruin.
He does not even ask the church to
cover'up his infamy, for fear that its exposure
will “injure the cause of Christ;” or a la
Cooke, put in the plea of insanity.
In the month of October last a man calling
himself Salmon came to Henry Gates’, two
miles west of C'entreville, near Pin Hook,
and with him was a woman apparently fifteen
or twenty years his junior in age.
They represented themselves as husband and wife,.
and he repeatedly stated that he was a United
Brethren preacher, and did preach several
sermons in the neighborhood.
He further
stated that they were going West into Illinois,
to take the charge of a new circuit assigned
him, but owing to the feeble health of his
wife he tarried at Gates’, and about three
weeks ago the woman was delivered of a

child.
She and her child did well for the eight

days following, when the woman was taken
violently ill, with strong symptoms ot poison,
and lingered on until Friday night, the 20th
inst. On the next day Mr. Salmon expressed the corpse to Piqua, going with it. From
Piqua he sent it to Bodkin, in Shelby county,

(E§rABLlSIIFII 1**0.)
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Publishes Sermons, a Serial Story for the family, n new
Children’s Story every week, Chats with the Little Folks,
Editorials by the best Methodist writers and others,
Foreign and l>ome>tie Correspondence, full Departments of Religious and Secular Intelligence—in short
whatever goes to make a complete Family Paper. Price
$2.50 a year. Liberal premiums to canvassers. Yearly
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j Man, Nkkyoi \s and Physical Debility,1'Uypoctiondkia, and all other diseases arising from the Errors
or Youth, or the Indiscretions or Excesses of maure years.
This is indeed a book (or every man.
Price
1
only One Dollar.
pages, bound in cloth. DR. A. II.
HAYES, Author.
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Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because ot
Pin-Worms. The only effectual remedy for these most
troublesome and dangerous of all worms, in children or
adults, is found in DR, GUILD'S PIN-WORM SYRUP.
Purely vegetable, sale and certain. A valuable catbartu
ami beneficial to health. GKO. C. GOODWIN & < <>.,
Boston, and all druggists.
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THE LADIES. —The celebrated DR. L, DIX
Valuable Hooks.—YVe have received the valuable
X. particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or
medical woiks of Dr. Albert II. Hayes. These books
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Endicott St.,
are of actual merit., and should liud a
place In every in- Boston, Mass., which they will tiud arranged lor their
telligent family. 'They are not the cheap order of abomin- special accommodation.
able trash, published by irresponsible,parties, and purDR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a rebranch of the treatment of all diseases
sponsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a particular
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this coun
source of instruction on vital
matters,concerning which try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practitlamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects
ioners in the safe,
and effectual treatment of all
presented are treated wifh delicacy,ability and care. and. j female complaints. speedy
as an appendix many useful prescription* for pro n'liug
1J is medicines are prepared with the express purpose
complaints are added.— j Coos Republican, I.nncas:> r. A ! of removing ill diseases, such as debility, weakness, uu
//., Sept, 7, 18G9.
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all
Dr. Havi> is one of the most learned and
popular I disenarges which flow from a morbid state of the blood.
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude ot ; The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
our race for these invaluable productions.
It seems to style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the cause female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call ht
oi those diseases to which they are snbjcct, and h<- tells
.%«». il Emliioil Mtreel, Bouton
them just how and when to do it.
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ever published.
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directed to Joseph and Elizabeth Lambert,
and Salmon came back on Monday evening
SOLD BY AUADRUGGISTS.
to Centreville, and on that night was arrested
Orseiive—-None is Genuine without the Birch
round
at Henry Gates' for the murder of his wife. B\uk Label and the signature Alfred Savag
the neck.
On investigation Mr. Salmon proves to be the
Rev. S. S. Walls of Van Wert county. < thin,
and Mrs. Martha Salmon, his wife, proves to
be Miss Martha E. Lambert, daughter of
Joseph and Elizabeth Lambert, of Shelby
Who will care?
county, Ohio.
Who will think of white bauds lying
Walls is a man about thirty-five years of
On a still and silent breast,
Never more to know of sighing,
age, a little above the medium height, black
Kvennore to know of rest?
hair and eyes, full beard, and dressed in a
Who will care? No one can tells us.
suit of respectable black. He would pass
But if rest and peace, befall.
Will it matter if they miss us,
anywhere as an ineraut preacher of more
than ordinary intelligence and culture. AlOr thev miss us not at all?
Not at all!
though evidently anxious and depressed, he
talks freely about himself and his career. lie
EFFECT OF RADICAL LEGISLATION.
confesses the whole story of his wrong doing,
a perfect cure in a single day.
A remarkable speech was recently deliverNo
only denying that he is guilty of the crime iams, often effecting
Disease fails to yield to it’s wonderful
ed in Minnesota by Hon. Ignatius Donnelly,
for which he is arrested—poisoning his vic- form of Nervous
power. Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neurala
Radical ex-menjber oi' Congress, which
tim. He says that he made the acquaintance gia, affecting the entire system, its use for a few days aftells a great deal of truth, and applies not onof Martha Lambert nearly three years ago. i lords the most astonishing relict, and rarely fails to
It contains no
a complete and permanent cure.
while travelling Ins circuit, and that lie se- produce
ly to the impoverished farmers of the State,
materials in the slightest degree injurious. It lias the
but to agriculturists all over the country.
duced her. Finding that their guilt must unqualified approval ot the best physicians. Thousands,
in every part of the country, gratefully acknowledge its
We quote and commend to Radical readers
soon become known, lie planned an elopepower to soothe the tortured nerves, and restore the
the following extract—
ment with her to the West, where they in- failing strength.
ncrsen.
If in the midst of general prosperity we
Sent by mail on receipt oi price and postage.
Reporter—“Where was the ‘old lady’ that tended lit ing together as man and wile.
One
$1.00
Postage 0 cents.
are not prosperous, it must be that others are
About October 15 he left home, telling his Six package
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sold
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medicines.
and
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enriching
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1 think -dir
Lawrence--“I don't know.
T1 It* El* A CIO., Proprietor!*,
is wealth. The fruits of our labor do not, fled out of the
A
after
tended
west.
few
Martini
trip
days
house, as 1 didn't see her after120 lieiiitfnt, Street, Boiton,
they cannot, perish. If we do not receive j ward.”
j left home, ostensibly to visit: some friends,
the advantage from them, who does?
is Jin excellent article of
did you go when you and met Walls at Fiona, from which point
LORILLARD’S
To answer this question, we must ask our- leftReporter—“Where
granulated Virginia;
A ''
the house ?”
they started west in a carriage. But the “T’TT'OPT/
II
where*,
er introduced it is
fit
P
f\
M
p,
JU-I
selves another.
Lawrence—“1 went right to my room on | poor girl was to sick too travel, and when !
universally admired. It
What regulates the price of our wheat ? Main street.”
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Oates,
Smoking
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j muslin bags, in which orders to: Meerschaum
j they
Pipes are
Clearly, the markets of the world. The price
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here is the price in Liverpool, less the freight own life at the time
In a few days she
made up your mind wait for her recovery.
you
choicest
and commissions. Our price here fluctuates to kill
j* made of the
thought she could endure travel, and they •»-y LORILLARDS •, leaf
your victim ?”
grown, it is antiwith the price in Europe.
I reserved one shot in started on, but on reaching Indianapolis
Lawrence—“I did
nervous in its effects, as
Yacllt UlllO the Nicotine has been cxHence this great fact stands distinctly out the
especially for that purpose. Rut were obliged to abandon the trip, and having
-when we sell our wheat we are brought to whenpistol
traded; it leaves no disSmokmg Tobacco
I placed it at my head and snapped it. found Mr. Oates’ family kind, they decided agreeable
taste alter smoking; it is very mild, light in
the standard of the markets of the world.
to
return
there
and
await
the
one
1
see
color
and
hence
it didn't go off, and looked to
what the
girl’s approachpound will last as long as .1
weight,
How is it when we buy?
of ordinary tobacco. In this brand we also pack orders
matter was, and found there was no cap on ing confinement
first
Meerschaum
Pipes. Try it
quality
In the production of our wheat we conevery day for
While there he passed under the name of i and
it.”
convince yourselves it is all it claims to bo, “tui;
sume food, clothes, implements, material and
."
llev.
Sa
muel
Ids
lull
name
Salmon,
being ixkst or am
Reporter—“You then determined to cut
labor. Do we purchase these also at the
Samuel Salmon Walls, and Martha passed as |
throat ?”
I 1 lus brand of Fine Cut I
standard prices of the markets of the world? your
LORILLARDS
Lawrence—“Yes. Elmira made me a pres- his wife. During tlieir stay at Mr. Gates’ a|
has no
tv"T
TT TT TT chewing tobacco
By no means; we pay from do to 200 per ent of a small pocket knife about a
revival broke out in the neighborhood, and O Hj IN rpi
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U
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year ago;
cent, more for them than we would have to
is
without
it
where.
I took that and cut my throat. I intended Mr. Salmon as a minister, was urged to take
doubt the best che.ving
Chewing Tobacco.
pay in the markets of the world !
to make a sure thing of it. and only regret part, and finally did conduct the meetings, as tobacco in the country.
1 fere then is the heart of all our misery:
lie says, to prevent any suspicion from fallthat I didn't succeed."
We buy in a dear market, we sell in a cheap
On alluding to the. probable consequences ing on him, feeling satisfied that he, though
I b:ivc now been in genLORILLARDS
one.
^‘rul usi; in the United
bt
bi
b*
iTa
of his crime to him, Lawrence replied :“The a bail man, could give good advice, and tn
over 110 years,and
I^ SJ | States
■Every sale we make, makes us poorer. We more is the pity that I had not made sure “give the Lord an opportunity to bless the -T m II Iv
■“the
j truth for the truth’s sake.” No
| ill acknowledged
arc rapidly getting to the foot of the hill.
of best" wherever used.
work of it with the knife.”
suspicion
It
is
this?
Because our country is an
your storekeeper docs not have these articles for
Why
Notwithstanding this full confession, Law- the real relation of the parties seems to have sale, ask him
to get them; they are obi bv respeetubh
exceptional country; in which the price of rence has pleaded “not guilty” at his arraign- occurred to any one in the neighborhood. jobbers
almost everywhere.
iiiimi on
upplica: ii a.
everything, savethegroatagrieult.mil staples, ment before the Police Court lie lias been Tin- «juivtini»l* thr phici; ;tnil ilir >;i«-.uvO ciiwi...
P. LORILLARD & CO., New York.
is far above the market price of the rest of
committed tojr.il foi trial at the February robe of the priesthood seemed likely to prothe world.
tect them
term.
TO ALL WANTING FARMS.
What is it gives to prices in this country
Walls stated that he did not expect her to
Acres Fruit and harm Lands, for sale cheap
this unnatural exaltation? The answer is
■survive, and that he frequently talked < I in £0,0110
DEATH IN THE WILDERNESS.
lots to suit purchasers, in South .Jersey, mi railroad,
near death with her, she advising him not to 21 miles south of Philadelphia. Soil, Jim* loam, superior
plain; first, the present high tariff; second,
in
Boston
l’ost
contains
letter
the
A Bangor
the inflation of our currency.
home with her body, but to go to l’iqtia. tor all crops; country rolling: climate mild and proverbfull particulars of a shocking case of suffering go
ially healthy; water soft and pure. No fever and ague.
Let us consider the tariff:
so as to send it safely to her parents, and
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Franklinville, Gloucester County, N. .1.
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ington and try to buy the same kind of suit. fishing expedition
line. The party were well equip- the result of fresh investigations.
American
Volt are surprised to find that you have to
The reverend villain has been a minister of
with guns, traps, fishing tackle and propay fifty-five dollars for it. That is to say, ped
to spend a month or two tln> (lospel, United Brethren Church, for
visions,
intending
twenty bushel of wheat will buy you in Liver- in that uninhabited
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
region. The first two many years, in good standing; left an excellpool what seventy bushels of wheat will not weeks
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man was a corpse.
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but for cutting the hose.
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Simonton Eros. &Co.

SHERMAN HOUSE, BOSTON.
Formerly Hancock House, Court Square.
KEPT ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
Dooms, One Dollar ]>er day for each person.
iThis House now stands among the first Hotels As
in Boston, having been lately refurnished and put in
perfect order. BARNEY HULL, Proprietor.

Savage’s Ursina,

(Opposite

DRY GOODS at

For specimen,
commence at any time.
enclose a two cent stamp to
THE METHODIST, 111 Nassau St.,New York.

Wood’s

fact that

positive

subscriptions

Household Hag-ay.iue—Price $1;
and The Wonder, price 75c.; both one year for
75c. Specimens cc. Address Tin-' Wonder, Southold,
L. I., N. Y. Don’t delay I Now is the time.

PUBLISHED

PEABODY MEDICAL ^INSTITUTE,

-O-

<» RIFFITHS,

SAWS of all descriptions.
AXES, BELTING and
MILL FURNISHINGS.
CIRCULAR SAWS with
Solid Teeth, or with Patent Adjustable Points,
superior to all Inserted Teeth Saws.
fte-Prices Keiluced.^
4Q&*Send for Price List and Circulars.jrifr
WELC H A CatlFFlTHI.
Ronton. Miim, or Detroit. .Rich.

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

RESOLUTION!

U’riu Jbbctiisemcnts.

the Richmond

To Females In Delicate Health.
DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endi
(jott St., Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases incident to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the alllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
l)r. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of wjmen than any other physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 18^5, having confined his whole attention to an office practice lor the cure of Private Diseases
and Female Compla'nts, acknowledges no superior iu the
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United States.

N. B.—All letters must contain one
not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. m. to 9 l\ >f.
Boston July 2a 1869.

A Sure Cure and Instant Relief.

ache, l’iinples on the Skin,
C'liilldaiys, Worms in Children.

7t

Ask your Druggist for it, and i f he has net got it, Ue
will order it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association
No. 2.s Winter St., Boston, Mass.
1 his Association .ire also Proprit tors and Munul&ctu
re rs of Dr. Foster's justly celebrated Catarrh Remedy

lyrl.s

Slav's Linen Collars and
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Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

CUFFS AT

Belfast, Maine.

ICC

H, L. LORD’S.

Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
fkin ; Ulcers ot the Wnsc, tiimmi and body; Pimple* on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints: Nervousness; Constitutional and othei Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, ot
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED

X5XjJlL«I7,^.S“XJ

Gall at No.

Hi"h St

10

Farm tor Sale.
iiil. "'l. B.->U1UBKB ullVrs his farm for
sale,
i*
d i.i Northpor
iua good road, and in a
fah ■ 51
healthy iud pleasant loe uion, thirty minut.
■fr- ■*■■■* ride tr.»m tie Post »>ihce,
Depot and Steambo.i:
'vharvei. Said farm contain* hi aert s good land, suit
ably divided into tillage, Pasture and Woodland. Well
ieneed, well w iteml and good buildings, house new. a
! h'ge orchard of the best fruit, with Club
apple and Peat
trees, i;rape vines, Cherry, Currant, .Vilson and Agr
cultural Strawberry, <tc.
Slock and Tools sold at a fair valuation if desired.
Terms easy. Apply to
.1.
I.KWIS.
Bi Hast, Maine.
Nov.
lSUy.
tf2l
s

DR.
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DIX'#
V

DECISION of the Commissioner ot Internal
received, these bonds are not iable
revenue tax of EIVE TKlt * ENT. liki
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in id ol
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad

AT E MEDIC A L O F F i C L,

]>>

Street, Blo*ttoii, .?!.•»*«*.

IEs»

*21

L.

A

ltevenuc, just

to the internal

so arranged that patients never see or hoar each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Xio. SI, having no connection with his residence, cons, quently no I company.
This consideration
family interru 'tion, so that on no account can any person ADYAN I'AGE over

is

hesitate

applying at

boldly asserts% (and it cannot be contradicted,
selves,
is

gives Belfast City Bonds A (»It 1 \ 1
rile bonds ot towe ami cities which
arc >ubject to this tax, and makes tliem by far the most
desirable investment in the market.
Nearly lifty thousand dullars of these bonds wen- sold
before t!i decision ol the Commissioner was receiver
and investors will find it, for their advantage to send ir

his office.
DR. DIX

who will say or do anything, even
impose upon patients,) that he
THE OSI.r REGlLAlt 'iUADIA l'K
ADVERTISING IN I'.iKl'nN.

xciq ! by
them-

perjure

quacks,

t>>

PHYSICIAN

I
|

immerfititvli/, as no assurance can be given that any thing
more than •/ limited amount will bo disposed of at formet
rates.
TfMO. TIIOBNDIKE,
tfh)
City Treasurer.

TWENTY YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, fee., that he is much recommended, ami par-

ticularly

:

to

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To

avoid and escape Imposition ot foreign ami mdivc

quacks,

more

numerous

in Boston than in other,

large

cities,

DR. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
him in critical cases, because of
of
whom
consult
many
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
so

METALLIC CASES
always on

long experience, practice,and observation.
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QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKKRS,
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hand, or made
STYLE.

New York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.
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BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ot the lile and health .»{ others, there are those
among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the ‘usual foe" may be obtained for !
professedly curing, or “tin* dollar,” or traction of it,”

IJ

tut'

C. D. FIELD.

can

1'iis provision is iu addition to the ordinary uon-for
felting character of the Policies of this or any other
holders participate iu the profits of
are allowed thirty day s grace, lor the
payment of renewal premiums,

Company. Policy
the Company, and

Dividends applied at the option of the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United
States or Europe.
SAMUEL T

buy

HOWARD,

President.

A. B. MATHEWS.

WATTS,

Central Agent,.South Brooks, M
J. I.
( Haiti.KH Al STtN,
)
Bf'itrcN Post El:,
J
Fiti.n < Vshm,
J- Special Agents.
<«ko. Mavo,
I
Kilku Prn m-.u,
)
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AND

AFTER

TUESDAY, DEC. 7TH
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STEAM KR

may be obtained for the nostrum. It. is thus that many
deceived, also, and spend large amounts for t-xperi
uients with quackery.
DR. DIN’S

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

are

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express toal1 parts ol
ie
United .States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address Du. L. I)rx,No. 1 Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1

1870—1
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PATTERNS

$111RT

Phthisic!
XX.

I.

“X1

lO 11

\\ ill make but

X>

X 3NT

Always

—

one

trip

per week

hi.

during the winter.

j

most Distressing cases of Phthisic in a tew minutes
inhaled with tit. breath, It goes directly to tin Dungs
ami air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.
PATENTED, May l>, lHf>9.
Price 75 cts. By Mail $1.00.

J. C

Vessel for Sale.

the schooner SENATOR, 34 tons O. M. |
ic good order and well found in
sail*,
r'tfn'ng, cable, &o. Will be sold very low.
K, B. GARDNER,

LBW I*.

tfliO

Proprietor,
Maim'

PHILO CHASE,

Counse!loi.and

Buck spot t.

Invigorator

Removes from the system the ill effects caused by the exuse ot alcholic liquors, and effectually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tom- to debilitated mucous surfaces. Effete matter is removed train
it to normal healthful conthe system,
dition. As a medicine it is quick aud effectual, curing
cast?
of
the most aggravated
Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all other Derangements ot the Stomach and
Ibis elegant preparation
Bowels in a speedy manner.
has stood the test ot years. A wine-glass full before eata
good appetite, and prevent all sull'eringing will give
from indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
wine-glass full before retiring will insure sweet and rc
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this lie has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Trincipal Depot, 15 Central
wharf, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
Sold in Belfast by ft. A. HOWE* & CO.
In Stockton, by join Iff. 411 E* ami II It*. 1»
E. 1*111 B 4 LI.

Ilellovos

the

Leaving Belfast, every TUESDAY, lleturniug,
leave Boston every KKl DAY.
CKO (,. WELLS,
Agent,
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OK QUACK DOCTORS AND
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FIELD,
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left to linger and sutler for months or years, until
lieved or cured, it posssible, 1>> competent physicians.

>i\- fcit six

.1SKK1TW, ready made.at

LOOK!
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are

to

No. 11 Phoenix Row.

through false certificates and references, and recommendations ol their medicine by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them ; or who, besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and elf cts ot different herbs and plants
and ascribe ali the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, it not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything.” but now
known to “kill more than is cured.” and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for lilc.

maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &u, both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas I nothing Is said of
tin balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and

feet

nun AS ( HIM IV

by

other
to all his

I wo

V» Al.lil'T C.IUH KTU always on
to order, aud trimmed in theLATLST

but to further their imposition assume names of other celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived

no

ot all si.-, s, from

hand

inches.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
aiid pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,

8tf

Attorney at

La#,

14 WALL STREET,
New York.

cessve

NOTICE.

thereby.restoring

Nil'll [JAM B. SWAN A

CAUTION .—All genuine has the name 11 PartuviAN
Syrup,”,{not ‘‘Peruvian Bark,”) blown In the Hu**
J2-pagQ pamphlet*-sent; free. J. p, DuidMQiiH
1 roprietop, *Jti Dey St ;-New York. >
N Sold
by all pruggistd.

CO., having purchased the
>>
stmes, Storehouses and Wharf of II..I. AN
DE RSON, J u., are now opening an entire new stock,
consisting in part of the follow iug articles.
CORN.
GRANULATED SCGAIE. JAVA COFFKK.
lilti
FLOUR, COFKKK
HAVANA
FORK,
JAPANTKA
BKKF,
ST. .I AGO
OOLONG"
MUSCOVADO
RAISINS
l.ARD,
TOBACCO, SPICKS, SALT, OATS, FISH, Ac.
A lull and complete assortment ot Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory,
WM. B. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SIBI.F.V.

A

Belfast, Mat 1,1-''"
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